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Id:Racers Hope Final Season Stretch Successful
MURRAY sir
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Puryear man killed during chase
Calloway deputy put
on leave; Murray
woman arrested
(Alexander and Johnson) were
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By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
A tenured Calloway County
Preschool teacher has been suspended pending the outcome of
drug charges
she faces.
, Penelope
French, 44.
of Murray.
was arrested
Friday on a
•
warrant
charging her
with firstdegree posFrench
session of a
controlled
substance, a felony: and possession of drug paraphernalia.
according to the Murray Police
Department. Both drug charges "
are firearm-enhanced.
She appeared with attorney
Mark Blankenship and entered
an innocent plea in Calloway
Circuit Court on Monday. She is
scheduled for a pre-trial confer- ence at 2:30 p.m. March 14. •
A grand jury indicted French
when it met Feb. 4. She is
!
,
accused of having cocaine ancl`:
loaded rifled in her possession
on Jan. 29, according to her
indictment. She also had two
plastic haggles with drug
residue and a pen tube with similar residue in her possession.
Calloway County Schools
Superintendent Steve Hoskins
said French is suspended with
pay for 10 days and any additional suspension will be u ith- out pay, according to Calloway'
Board of Education policy. He
said French has worked for the
district for at least 10 years and
has never had similar trouble.
JOHN WRIGHT'Ledger 8, Times photo
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House has decisions
before passing budget

Yellow ribbons welcome
solider Shapla back home

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A couple of tantalizing tidbits
were unresolved Mondfiy as
House lawmakers try to move
toward passage of a budget and
tax hills by the end of the week.
Appropriations and Revenue
Committee Chairman Harry
Moberly said Democratic and
Republican leaders are looking
at a cigarette tax different than
the 31-cent-per-pack increase
proposed by Gov. Ernie
Fletcher. There is also sentiment, among Republicans especially, to do away with the
mechanism that would automatically increase the state's cigarette tax if surrounding states
raise their own levies.
Moberly also raised the possibility of other changes in
Fletcher's tax plan, including
the notion of making the tax
increases in his package recurring from year to year.
Fletcher's plan raises about
$110 million in tax money in
2006, but largely because of
overlapping tax rates, and the

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
While awaiting the return of her
husband from military duty in
Bosnia, Debbie Shapla went well
beyond the advice of Tony Orlando
and Dawn's 1960s hit "Tie a Yellow
Ribbon Around the Old Oak Tree."
One was not enough. so she tied
13 yellow ribbons around a large
tree in the front yard of the couple's
Doran Road home — one for each
month that he was away.
"When I first started, I only had
one ribbon. But I realized that just
wasn't enough," she said. "So I tied
one on for each month that Rocky
was away."
But now she's happy that CSM
Rocky Shapla is back home again
and hoping that he won't be called
away again any time soon.
While in Bosnia, Shapla served
as command sergeant major for
U.S. and NATO bases in the wartorn nation not yet taken over by the
European Union. His job was to
assist in preparing Eagle Base in
Bosnia — and several others in the
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money is not projected to continue from year to year.
"If we do a tax plan, we want
to do that much money," said
Moberly. D-Richmond. "We
would hope it would be recur•
ring."
Democrats are trying a new
with
working
of
tactic
Republicans in actually putting
a budget and tax plan together,
and the GOP members are wary
of anything that might resemble
a tax increase.
GOP leader Jeff Hoover of
Jamestown said several of his
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for drug
charges
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Balkan nation and neighboring
Hungary — for turn-over to EU
forces.
Shapla's initial deployment was
set for six months, however his stay
was extended — eventually stretching to 13 long months.
"My job was to provide base
operations for U.S. and NATO
forces," he said during an interview
Monday. "But my last official job
was to hand over the base to the
European Union — to the Finns and
the Swede and the Irish. It's a success story, it really is, because that's
the way it's supposed to be done."
Shapla said he doesn't
question the politics behind what he
is ordered to do, he just does his job
as a soldier. However, while being
away from home serving his country has been an honor, it has cost
him personally and he has depended on support from his family' during long months of duty.
"I've missed a lot of birthdays
and a lot of graduations," he said.

TOM BERRY'Ledger & Times photo

U.S. Army CSM Rocky Shapla is happy to be
back at his Doran Road home with his wife,
Debbie, after serving 13 months in the war-torn
Balkan nation of Bosnia. While he was away,
Debbie had tied 13 yellow ribbons to a large
tree in the front yard of the house to welcome
him back home.
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Wary Con ress awaits Rumsfeld's sell
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Defense Secretary Donald H.
Rumsfeld. in his second consecutive tour of duty, has to sell a
half-trillion military budget to a
skeptical Congress and answer
repeated calls to bring the troops
home from Iraq.
It won't be easy. Often testy.
his political capital with lawmakers has found new limits.
Old Europe, hillbilly armor
and his use of an automatic pen
to sign condolence letters were
among the Pentagon chief's

first-term missteps that have
alienated longtime allies, frustrated soldiers and angered military families.
Democrats
called
for
Rumsfeld's resignation after the
Abu Ghraib torture scandal.
Even
some
Republicans
expressed little confidence in
the defense secretary.
Said Sen. Trent Lou of
Mississippi: "I'm not a fan of
Secretary Rumsfeld."
In his second act as Bush's
defense chief, Rumsfeld, a divi-

sive figure kept under wraps for
much of the 2004 presidential
campaign. has been the Bush
administration's point man in
talking up the Iraqi elections on
the Sunday talk shows.
He recently traveled to countries that strongly opposed the
U.S.-led invasion of Iraq -France and Germany — made a
surprise visit to Iraq and attended an international security conference in Munich where in a
rare moment of self-deprecation
and rapprochement. sought to

people, of a nation of about 3.5
million, have been killed during
the war.
-That's a tremendous number
of people for a country so
small," he said, also pointing out
that about I million land mines
planted by Serbs and other military forces still remain in the
area posing a danger to those

that have survived the war.
"All of the open areas, all the
fields — even playgrounds," he
said.
Shapla is set for retirement in
August, however his specialty in
military police operations makes
him a prime candidate to be sent
to war-torn Iraq. And while
returning to duty so soon when

*Yellow ...
From Front
"So, it has taken me away from
in family: many times, hut they
ha\ e been very supportive."
Shapla. a 34 year veteran of
the U.S. Army, is a native of the
Balkans. having immigrated to
America w hen he was young.
He considered it an honor to
return to his native land to help
those that needed help the most.
lie noted that about 250.000
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Policelogs

Murray Police Department
• Vandalism was reported at 6:54 a.m. Friday at 402 S. Fourth St
•A theft was reported at Bogard Trucking at 2:12 p.m. Friday.
• Leslie Martin, 34, of Jackson. Tenn., was arrested on a warrant
charging her with two counts of theft by deception
• A juvenile was charged with possession of manjuana Friday
after an officer responded to a party at Country Hearth Inn at
1115 p.m
• Someone came into the station to report a theft at 12:07 p.m
Saturday.
• Juveniles had a small fire in the Murray High School parking lot
at 5:59 p.m. Saturday.
• An injury accident was reported at 9:26 p.m. on Almo Road.
• A possible sexual assault was reported at 4:18 a.m. Sunday.
• Someone came into the station to report a theft at 947 a.m
Monday.
• Criminal mischief was reported at 11:34 a.m. Monday at a
Diuguid Drive apartment.
Murray State University Police Department
• A caller reported at 4:17 p.m. Fnday running over an object at
he is so close to retirement the credit union that upon contact expelled strong fumes. An offiwouldn't be desirable. neverthe- cer discovered it was a non-hazardous material from a bottle that
less, Shapla said that he would is used by hunters to cover their scent.
do his duty if his country called. • Eaguene M. Russell, of New York. was arrested for theft by
unlawful taking more than $300 after a 911 hang-up call at 9:34
"It's hard to say. I believe that
p.m. Friday at College Courts. The caller said he accidentally
I have finished my tour, but if
dialed 911 when using a calling card. When officers checked the
I'm called to go, I'll go," he residence, a stolen bicycle was found in the caller's possession.
said. "If I have to go, I have to
— Information is obtained from reports,
go. It's a soldier's duty."
logs and citations from various agencies.
explain his "Old Europe" jab
with a quip.
-That was old Rumsfeld,"
said the Pentagon chief, who
also served as defense secretary
and U.S. ambassador to NATO
in the '70s.
This week, Rumsfeld will try
to sell Bush's military blueprint
— some $500 billion, including
about $82 billion for a new supplemental
for
Iraq
and
Afghanistan -- to lawmakers at
back-to-back hearings.
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Alexander. who, along with the
other suspects, was unarmed,
was possibly' killed by shots
fired from a pursuing Calloway
depety at the intersection of
State Line and.. Murray-Paris
Road east of Hazel,in an attempt
to stop the truck Shots were
fired again where the chase
ended, but it is not believed
those caused any injuries. Those
were also fired by the Calloway
deputy, Roberts added.
"I tell you, Valentine's Day is
starting to become a not so
pleasant day for me,- he said,
noting this is the second consecutive Valentine's Day in which
the Calloway County' Sheriff's
Department has been involved
with a criminal case involving a
death. Last year, Robin Delk
ia as found slain in a house in
Almo, Heights. Her boyfriend,
Donald Priddy of Paducah, is
awaiting trial for murder.
"Obviously, the outcome was
not intended," Roberts said,
JOHN WRIGHT'Ledger & Times photo
adding that the deputy. whose
name is not being released, has Kentucky authorities, including Calloway County Sheriff Larry Roberts, far left, meet
with an investigation team from the Tennessee Bureau of Investigations at the site
where a multi-county chase of a tractor trailer rig ended near Puryear. Tenn., Monday

WEATHER

Tonight will see
rain.

Wednesday will
be mostly cloudy
with highs in the
LOW: upper 40s.
Wednesday
night will be
partly cloudy
with lows in the
upper 20s.
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morning.
said he had no intentions of hitting anybody inside the truck
with gunshots.
"I think word had come over
the radio that there were school
buses in the area also, so that
provided more reason for wanting to end this. This pursuit
placed a lot of officers and also
a lot of civilians in a lot of danger,- he said, noting, remarkably, that no civilians were
injured, and the only real damage reported was to stop signs
and mailboxes.
Roberts also acknowledged
that the -driver. believed to be
Jackson, seemed quite experienced with big rigs, noting the
truck successfully made some
turns during the chase that are
hard to execute for such speeds
for even cars.
The cruisers used in the pursuit were of little use when it
came to slowing down such a
large vehicle. The same was true
of larger police vehicles, like
sport utility models.
"There were times I was
thinking about pulling alongside, but then I'd get to thinking,
'What good is that?" said
Fulton Sheriff Bobby Hopper.

-They seemed to know where
they were going and knew the
area. so I decided to use that.
When their brake lights would
come on, I'd just start backing
off a little, because I knew we
were getting ready to turn or do
something where we'd have to
slow down."
Also glad to let the truck
have the lead was Fulton Jailer
Ricky Parnell, who said he had
no idea where he was heading
once pursuit left his home county.
"I've been to Hazel now
three times. Two of them were
today. The other time was several years ago to buy some carpet," he said. "When I got up to
go to my (vehicle). I only had
time to put on a pair of shorts
and some shoes; that's it. I didn't get this shirt on until we got
here (where the chase ended)."
Sheriff Bumpus said both
Jackson and Alexander had prior
criminal records in Henry
County, with Jackson being
charged with both simple assault
and domestic assault last summer. It was not known what
Alexander's history involved.
Roberts said that, to his knowl-

edge. Johnson has no criminal
record.
Jackson and Johnson were
both released from Henry
County authorities Monday, but
Jackson was later brought back
into custody after a warrant from
Fulton was received. Johnson
was arrested last night on another warrant from Fulton. Jackion
has been charged with thirddegree burglary, first-degree
criminal mischief, theft by
unlawful taking worth more
than $300. first-degree wanton
endangerment and fleeing and
evading police. He is to appear
in Paris today for an extradition
hearing. Johnson is now charged
with complicity to third-degree
burglary. complicity to theft by
unlawful taking worth more
than $300 and complicity to
first-degree criminal mischief.
The sheriff's departments
from Henry, Calloway, Graves
and Fulton counties all participated in the chase, as did
Kentucky State Police and
Tennessee Highway Patrol units.
In addition, Mayfield and
Murray police supplied units
when the chase entered those
cities.
9
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LBL centers
to close
temporarily
GOLDEN POND, Ky. —
The
Golden
Pond
Planetarium and Visitor
Center located in Land
Between The Lakes (LBL I
National Recreation Area
will be closed temporarily
beginning Feb. 21.
The brief closure of the
GPVC is due to renovation of
the heating and cooling system of the building. It will
reopen on March 5 with all
regularly scheduled visitor
services, planetarium shows,
and gift shop operations
available.
Due to the temporary closure of the GPVC, permits
for Turkey Bay OHV Area
will only be available at
Turkey Bay between 9 a.m.
and 5 p.m. until normal hours
resume for the GPVC.
Backcountry
Camping
Permits will be available at
Turkey Bay and Wranglers
Campground. Elk & Bison
Prairie tokens will only be
available on-site at the
Prairie.
Woodlands
Nature
Station, The Homeplace, and
Elk & Bison Prairie will be
continuing their normal
schedules during the temporary closure of the GPVC.
LBL information is available by calling l-800-LBL7077 or 270-924-2000, or on
the Internet at www.lbl.org.
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colleagues have signed pledges
that bind them to vote against
any tax increase.
On another contentious topic.
Moberly said time is running out
on expanded gambling as a possible source of new money.
Some lawmakers have pushed
casino-style gambling, but there
has never been a consensus.
even among proponents.
"We don't have time to wait
around for something to happen
on that," Moberly said.
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Murray-Calloway County Hospital retains accreditation
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Wnter
After a four-day, on-site survey the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
remains a fully accredited healthcare
organization.
Five surveyors — four nurses and
one physician — evaluated -the hospital's acute care, long-term care, hospice
and home health facilities and programs
for the Joint Commission on
Accreditation
of
Healthcare
Organizations. They were in Murray
from Tuesday to Friday.
Hospital CEO Jon O'Shaughnessy
said administrators were candid in their

remarks to surveyors, who also had
interaction with the Board of Trustees,
physicians, nurses and other hospital
staff during all shifts. Surveyors also
interviewed patients and families.
Since being hired about a year ago.
O'Shaughnessy has led the hospital
through several changes, many of
which were spurred by lack of financial
accountability and poor record keeping.
"They said there was no evidence
despite changes that occurred in the last
year that the quality of care had been
compromised," he said. "They surveyed this organization from top to bottom."

Healthcare organizations are due for
Vice President of Patient Care's, ommendations are already fixed," she
surveys every three years, but that actu- Services Allen Peters had just finished a said. "Nothing they identified will be a
ally means surveyors come on site similar survey at Wesley Medical difficult fix."
every 2 1/2 to 3 1/2 years. Last week's Center in Wichita, Kan., where he
For instance:changes in the environsurvey was the last scheduled survey. 'served as associate administer of nursment of care are already started as is the
JCAHO changed its policy to have ing before coming to MCCH in
hospital's safety campaign. Specific
unannounced surveys beginning 2006. November.
safety
changes deal with medication
Five percent of surveyed organizations
"At least once a day, the surveyors
management.
such as weeding out inapget mid-cycle surveys before they are said compared to other organizations
actually due for their next evaluation.
the quality of care is superb," Peters propriate abbreviations and verbal confirmation of doctors' orders.
"We are pleased with our perform- said.
"We've instituted a read-back proceance," O'Shaughnessy said. "It's not
Lisa Ray. the hospital's patient care
something you can get ready for management director, said many of the dure so the physicians hears it." Ray
overnight. That means what we'll do is surveyors' recommendations deal with said of the new practice iumong the
be ready 365 days a year. We'll have changes already in the works and some nursing staff. 'That will cut back on
policies in place and provide quality suggested improvements have recently anything that could compromise patient
healthcare within those policies."
been made. "A great number of the rec- care."

Residency dispute: Kentucky
Senate seat awaits occupant
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The brass plaque on the desk in
t
h
e
Kentucky
Capitol
reads, "Dana
S e urn
Stephenson
— Senator."
Each
day,
the
clerk
calls the roll,
"Senator
Stephenson S e,u m

)r
,)

Stephenson."
The seat is empty and no one
answers.
Stephenson is a senator in
name only, under a court order
that forbids her to attend any
legislative session, vote or take a
salary. Three months after the
election,
questions
about
Stephenson's residency have left
her working-class district in
Louisville without a senator.
Over the past few weeks, her
fellow Republicans have been
scorned for trying to seat her
despite the questions, and one
GOP senator has quit the party
in protest and declared himself
an independent.
The dispute — which will be
heard by the Kentucky Supreme
Court at a date to be determined
— started on Nov. 1, the d1y
before the election. when
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Democrat
make her home there and never
Virginia
left her teaching position at a
Woodward
Louisville high school.
went to court
A judge was unconvinced
to claim that
and directed election officials to
Stephenson,
count only Woodward's votes.
h
e
While the courts continually
Republican
sided with Woodward, the politopponent in
ical process took a different
the
state
tack.
Senate race,
Stephenson appealed directly
did not meet Woodward
to the Senate to seat her, where
the requireher fellow Republicans —
ment
in
Kentucky including her lawmaker father
the
Constitution that says candi- — hold the majority.
dates must be a resident of the
A randomly drawn special
state- for six years before the committee had a majority of
election.
Democrats, which concluded
The next day. Stephenson Stephenson was not qualified.
beat Woodward by about 1,000 But when the matter got to the
votes, according to unofficial full Senate, Republicans overreturns.
ruled the recommendation and
Once the lawsuit made its voted largely along party lines to
way before a judge, the evidence seat Stephenson.
was substantial that Stephenson,
Senate President David
32, lived in Indiana from 1997 Williams said the Senate alone
to 2001. She bought a house, is empowered to determine the
moved in and enrolled at an qualifications of its members.
Indiana university to pursue a-- --Williams said, for example. that
master's degree.
despite
the
constitutional
She paid in-state tuition. She requirement that a senator be 30
voted in Indiana in the 1998 and years old, the Senate could vote
2000 elections. She got an to seat a 23-year-old.
Indiana driver's license in 1997
"If 20 people in this . body
and kept it until 2001. She was voted that someone was 30 years
purged from Kentucky's voter old, no court in the land could
rolls in 1998 for failing to vote overturn that." Williams said.
and did not re-register until
Stephenson was seated, but
2001.
within a week, a judge did interStephenson countered that vene, ordering that Stephenson
she always owned property in could not take, any official action
Kentucky, too, and intended to as a senator.

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
'Me Calloway County Fiscal Court and Murray City Council
will choose three of the use people nominated to fill soon-toexpire seats on the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board of
Trustees.
The candidates are Vernon Gantt. a former Murray State professor; Murray-Calloway County Economic Development Corp.
Executive Director Mark Manning; Sandra Parks, a retired educator who currently serves on the board; David Taylor, general manager at Taylor Bus Sales; ad dentist Dr. Burton Young.
The fiscal court will chdose one of the five nominees to fill a
seat currently held byars.She was appointed to finish the fouryear term of formu&iboard member Dewey Yeatts, who waived
April 30, 2604. The fiscal court is expected to make a deciskil at.
its meeting tonight and then will forward the remaining four
names to the city.
The city council will choose someone to fill another seat,
which is being held by Don Henry, that expires at the end of
March. Both of those board positions are for a four-year term that
expires March 31, 2009. The city council will also fill a seat that member Chris
Wooldridge is vacating because he recently accepted a job at the
hospital. The nominee who finishes hiS term will serve until
March 31, 2006.
Wooldridge will start Feb. 28 as the hospital's corporate compliance officer, a position that reports directly to CEO Jon
O'Shaughnessy and the Board of Trustees. He has served on the
board for three years and has chaired the audit and finance committees.
"He had knowledge of processes and associated shortcomings," O'Shaiighnessy said.'The fact he is a long-term resident of
the community and already has a relationship with the board
helps."
Wooldridge said accepting the compliance job at the hospital
shows his commitment to the organization. "I've been telling
people the hospital is turning around."he said. 'There's no better way to show my support to the hospital than jolt) it."

Panel says,donn students should get meningitis vaccine

ATLANTA (AP) — A government panel has recommended that all college freshmen who
live in dorms receive a new
meningitis vaccine that lasts
years longer than the old one
and prevents people from being
carriers of the bacteria.
The
recommendation
Thursday was an about-face
from previous policy and was
prompted largely by a new vaccine, Menactra. made by Sanofi
Pasteur. The new vaccine is
effective for More than eight
years, while the old one lasted
just three to five years. The old
vaccine also didn't prevent people from being carriers.
The panel also is advising
doctors to give the shot to all 11to 12-year-old children and that
it be provided to at least 4 million children eligible under the
federal children's vaccines program.
The recommendations by the
Centers for Disease Control and
Advisory
Prevention's
Committee on Immunization
Practices are subject to review
by CDC officials. But the
panel's recommendations generally are followed and will now
go out to physicians.
Because each dose is expected to cost about $100 and only
3,000 cases of meningococcal
meningitis are reported each
year, "it won't save money,"
said Mark Messonier, an economist with the CDC who helped
develop a cost-effectiveness
study of the plan.
"It is a strategy that will save
lives," he said.
The action will be welcome
to parents of college students
since meningitis can spread rap-,
idly through dorms. And it will
ease the mind of Lynn Bozof of

Marietta, Ga., who has been lobbying for such action.
Her 20-year-old son Evan
died of bacterial meningitis in
1998 when he was a student at
Georgia Southwestern State
University.
Hours after complaining of a
headache, he was hospitalized.
He died weeks later after suffering complications including
damage to his brain, lungs and
liver, and amputation of all of
his limbs.
Had her family known about
the vaccine, "Evan would definitely have been immunized. He
would be alive today," Lynn
Bozof said.
"If this were a more minor
illness, no, I couldn't justify it,"
said vaccine panel member, Dr.
Gregory Poland of the Mayo
Clinic in Rochester, Minn. "But
this is such a morbid disease, it
causes such disruption. Every
time there is a case, communities panic, it closes schools
down."
"I don't want that to happen
to any child — yet you have to
be able to pay for it," he added.
Over the years, many health
and school officials were reluctant to recommend vaccinating
all children because of costeffectiveness issues. This time
there was no opposition to the
action of the panel, which advises the CDC. The new shot will
become available to doctors
next month.
The type of meningitis that
spreads through college dorms
typically kills only about 300
Americans each year, infecting
the membranes around the brain
and spinal cord. Since it is
spread through contact such as
kissing, sharing kitchen utensils
and sneezing, people who live in

Town Crier

City, county to pick from
five board nominees

close quarters are most at risk.
severe complications, such as
While all military recruits amputations or brain damage
have been immunized since the
Faith Hoenstine of hiller, Pa..
1980s, it wasn't until college was 14 when she contracted bacoutbreaks of meningococcal terial meningitis. She thought
meningitis in the late 1990s that she had the flu, but her condition
health officials started offering worsened and she spent six
the shot to college students. months in the hospital. Both of
although it did not have the her legs above the knee, her left
endorsement of the CDC.
arm above the elbow and her
College freshmen who live in fingers in her right hand were
dormitories are six times more amputated.
likely than other people to be
"Don't take a chance — get
infected with meningitis, the the vaccine." said Hoenstine,
CDC said. They have the coun- now 18 and a freshman at the
try's highest rate of the disease University of Pittsburgh at
at 5.1 cases per 100,000.
Johnstown. Pa. "If there's anyWhile the disease is rare, it is thing you can do to prevent
devastating. Those who don't something from happening to
die from it often are left with yourself. why not do it?"

it's Not
Too Late
Tax time will
be here before
you can say "April
15th." Happily; it is not too
late to act on behalf of your 2004 taxes.
Tax laws allow investors to establish an
IRA in any given year up until April 15th
of the following year. Establishing an IRA
today will yield an immediate benefit by
lowering your 2004 taxes. Not to mention.
it will help you accomplish your primary
goal of building a retirement fund.

NOTICE
ei The Murray Board of
Education will meet at 7 p.m
today
at
the
Carter
Administration Building. The
agenda includes approving
the 2005-06 calendar and an
executive session for possible
litigation.
II The Calloway County
Fiscal Court will meet in regular session Tuesday at 7 p.m
at the Weaks Community
Center. The agenda includes
a report on litigation between
the Community Foundation
and fiscal court.
• The Murray Board of
Zoning Adjustments will meet
at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday at
city hall. The agenda includes
a public hearing to review the
conditional use permit for four
non-related people living in a
single-family residential zone
at 803 N. 17th St. as well as
several dimensional variance
requests for property on
Chestnut Street.
• The Calloway County
Board of Education will meet
in special session Thursday at
7 p.m. at the board office.
Agenda items include an
executive session regarding
possible litigation, co-counsel
employment for ADA appeal,
authorization of action to protect Murray residents attending county school district, and
request of an independent
investigation of Murray district's misreporting of nonresident students.
III To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:
John Deere, Husqvarna, Scag
Good thru March 15, 2005

PUSH MOWERS
Clean Air Filter
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil
New Spark Plug
Grease & Lube where needed

94495
All For Only

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Belts & Pulleys
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil. GreaSe & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Check Air Filter

All For Only

67995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS
Change Oil & Filter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Finng

All For Only

$9995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

ZERO TURN
Change Oil & Filter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spa* Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Betts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing

$14995
All For Only

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

Any Additional Parts & Labor At Additions! Costs.)

NEL
Most Kip!
Brands of New
& Used Tires
In Stoat.
401 N. 4th St.• Murray•762-0000
Mon. — Fri. et a.m. — 4:30 p.m •Sat.8 a.m. — Noon
Owner.: k'lchaef Camp • Itichanti Price • tierble tabors

Bob Jackson
Vice President
Financial Consultant
414 Main Street
Murray, KY 42071
270.753.3366 800.444.1854

Murray Home & Auto
Outdoor Division
753-2571

MoI FDIC on,•,
Sank qii,,rort
44,

HILLIARD DONS
4OU lilt
HILLIARD.
LYONS.
WI.
moata row von MIXT FIWNA1161

INC

.4411 'ON

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:00
Sat. 7:30-3:00

Chestnut St.
Murray

Lig

...OM* •

M
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New York City Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg with artists
Christo and Jeanne-Claude after unfurling the first fabric

Why we need to fix Social Security
have been working on the
Social Security issue for nearly
ten years in Congress and the
time is now
to fix the
current system. With
nine children, and
thirty-five
grandchildren, I want
to make sure
Social
V.111
On The Hill Security
be there for
By Sen. Jim
them and
Bunning
future generR-Kentucky
ations to
come.
Social
Security is
sometimes
called the 'Third Rail" of politics - touch it and die. But
Congress must not be afraid of
making tough choices, because
if we do not do anything the
problem with Social Security
will turn into a full-fledged crisis.

When 1 served in the House
of Representatives. I was the
Chairman of the House's Social
Security Subcommittee. We
did great work. The
Committee strengthened Social
Security by making the Social
Security Administration an
independent agency. But as we
head into the 21st century. the
Social Security system is in
in ruble, and the longer we take
to act the worse things are
going to get.
In only 13 years, the government will begin to pay out
more in Social Security benefits
than it gets in revenue. The
shortfall will steadily increase
each passing year until 2042
when Social Security will be
bankrupt. You might think
2042 is way down the road, but
it is the retirement year of
young workers who are today
in their mid-twenties. These
'are the pure and simple facts.
If we do not act now,our children and grandchildren will suffer the consequences of our
inaction.

As a result of these challenges ahead, Social Security
will not be able to pay out full
benefits to future generations
unless payroll taxes are
increased massively. Another
option is huge benefit cuts to
the Social Security program.
Both options are unacceptable.
Increasing the payroll taxes will
stall the American economy,
and making large cuts to Social
Security would be disastrous
for our nation's retirees.
Personal retirement accounts
will offer a life preserver to
save Social Security. These
voluntary accounts will enable
younger workers to build a
"nest egg" for retirement at a
higher yield than the current
system pays out. One of the
biggest benefits with personal
retirement accounts is that it is
yours. The government cannot
touch it, and you will be able to
pass it along to your family.
You might have questions on
how the government could
administer personal retirement
accounts effectively. Well. the

federal government is already
administering a similar program
to all federal employees known
as the Thrift Savings Plan.
Personal retirement account
contributions will be collected
and records will be maintained
by a central administrator.
Some on the other side of
the debate are scaring retirees
and those on the verge of retiring by saying that their Social
Security benefits will be
stripped. These statements
cannot be further from the truth.
Social Security will remain
intact for those at or near the
retirement age.
It is always easy to do nothing in politics, but I came to
Congress to make a difference.
As a member of the Senate
Finance Committee I will have
a seat at the table in crafting
real Social Security reform.
Personal savings accounts will.
rescue Social Security so that
future generations will have
something to count on when
they retire.

The Gates

;

One of the untold stories
behind the story of The Gates. a
unique public art project
unveiled in New York's Central
Park the
other day. is
the role that
V. orking
people
played in
transforming
„
!he vision
into reality.
The saga
Main Street began back
By Constance in 1979.
when promiAlexander
Ledger & Times nent labor
lawyer and
Columnist
mediator
Theodore
Kheel and
the anisisrhristo and JeanneClaude embarked on the complicated path to secure all the
approvals needed from the city
to construct 7.500 gates along
23 miles of ‘sinding v‘alk‘vays
in the park.
One of the stipulations for
the go-ahead was that not a single hole could he dug in the
ground to support the gates.
United Steelworkers from
the 1SG-Coatesville (Pa.j plant
solved the problem by constructing the 15.000 steel bases
that ani:hor the poles from
which spectacular saffron panels are suspended from now
until Feb. 27. Weighing '
between 615 and 837 pounds.
the individual steel bases
ensure that, once the gates are
dissembled, there will be no
holes to show that The Gates
ever stood in Central Park.
Christo and Jeanne-Claude
purchased 5.290 tons of steel
from Coatesville, the single
largest private order the company has ever received.
According to Harmon
Lisnow, executive director of
the United Steelworkers'
Institute for Career
Development, The Gates project exemplifies the importance
of collaboration between art
and technology. In addition.
Lisnow pointed out that Christo
and Jeanne-Claude "have a history of relying on the highly
skilled professionals who make
up the labor unions of this
country."
In 1971, during the construction of another of Christo and
Jeanne-Claude's public art
works in Colorado, steelworkers were involved.
That project, entitled Valley
Curtain, was the first time the
artists saw, first-hand, the
impressive skills of American
construction workers. "People
who build things." was the way
Christq described them.
"Before..,there were workers but not really these professional workers who build skyscrapers and bridges. Since
Valley Curtain," he went on.
"we always have people who
build things - steelworkers, carpenters and machinists."
In addition to skilled craftspeople. Christo and JeanneClaude made use of other paid
workers to elevate The Gates
assemblies and unfurl the burnished gold panels dug swam!
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pended over the heads of those
who follow the pathway of The
Gates through Central !lark.
The question - is it art?" is an inevitable byproduct of
Christo and Jeanne-Claude's
work. The artists disregard
nay sayers and point out that the
IA hole process - from development of the concept, to the
lengthy procedures involved in
getting permission from public
entities, to the actual-construction and final clean-up - is art.
In addition, the project is environmentally friendly.
"There is no waste in our
projects." Jeanne-Claude insisted at a reception for steelworkers in October."We are the
cleanest artists in the world."
She explained that the used
steel can be melted down and
the aluminum recycled. Once
shredded and compacted, the
fabric becomes carpet padding.
Debates about the value and
purpose of theartists' creations
are part of the art. In addition to
the years of preparation. the
cost of The Gates is upwards of
520 million. As is typical for
Christo and Jeanne-Claude,
however, no public money went
into the project. The artists foot
the bill for everything. financing the venture through revenues from licensing and selling associated products, such as
a catalog and prints of sketches
of the design.
Asked why they are still taking on projects of this magnitude at their age - 70 years old
- Jeanne-Claude said she and
her husband-do their work for
the sheer joy it brings to them
and to those who experience it.
"We create works of anthat
have joy land beauty," she said.
"They are harmonious with
their surroundings and each one
is a unique image. All our projects are about joy," she repeated.
"For thousands of years,.
artists have tried to put many
different qualities into their
works of art," Jeanne-Claude
declared. "They have worked in
marble, wood, steel and bronze;
have done frescoes in oil paint
and created landscapes, portraits and the like. One quality
they never used," she continued,"is the quality of love and
tenderness that we have put in
our works. Christo and I love
childhood. It does not last. Life
does not last. All of our works
are once-in-aTlifetime. If you
haven't seen it, you'll never see
it again. We love the phrase,
'Once upon a time." she concluded. "It is like The Gates."

For more information on
The Gates, log onto www.christojeanneclaude.net. For more
information about the Institute
for Career Development and
other arts projects involving
steelworkers, go to
hop://wm•wied-uswasteelco.org.
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledgerrotn.
Contact the columnist directly
at constanceatexonder@chartermer
.‘
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Cracks are Forming
FRANKFORT — The question is not
whether the General Assembly will pass a
Audget for state government and tax reform
before it adjourns next
month. The uncertainty
now is what form the
budget and tax legislation
takes and how it differs‘
from the proposal sent
the House and Senate by
Gov. Ernie Fletcher.
Agree Or
Already there are
Not
some cracks forming in
Fletcher's budget and tax By Todd Duvall
Syndicated
"modernization" plans.
Columnist
The Democratic-controlled House, which
must act on revenue and
spending legislation before the Senate, is
on record spending $114 million to pay
tobacco farmers the money they lost from
cigarette manufacturers late last year as a
result of a North Carolina court ruling.
That money, which wasn't in Fletcher's
budget, will have to come out of a program
for agricultural diversification that has
become very popular - and effective - with
farmers and farm interest groups.
Otherwise the money will have to be cut
from other budgeted items:
Legislators - in both chambers - will be
under pressure from higher education advocates to allocate more tax money to universities and colleges. The University of
Kentucky will raise tuition by double digits
next year for the third year in a row.
Inevitably, the other universities will follow

suit, and lawmakers are going to begin
hearing from parents and students angered
that their costs have risen substantially in
only a few years.
Elementary and secondary education,
where most new money in Fletcher's budget is earmarked for pay raises and health
insurance costs, is jockeying for a bigger
piece of the budget pie. There again, any
appropriation to education beyond
,
Fletcher's request will have to come from
some other part of the budget.
And already legislators are picking away
at Fletcher's tax proposals.
House Democrats are backing away
from the governor's cigarette tax increase to
34 cents a pack, itself a lot less than
Fletcher had said was politically possible
only a few months ago. The state's-distilling industry is mounting opposition to
Fletcher's 6 cent sales tax on package
liquor purchases. And lawmakers in both
parties are raising questions about the alternative minimum tax Fletcher proposes on
companies that succeed in avoiding owing
Kentucky corporate income taxes.
The administration says the minimum
corporate tax is offset by the reduction in
the corporate tax rate contained in
Fletcher's tax legislation.
It is, of course, that "revenue neutral" "
aspect of Fletcher's tax legislation that
allows the governor and legislators to insist
they didn't really raise taxes when next they
go before the voters.
But the national anti-tax organi7ation
that coerced Fletcher and many legislators
into signing a pledge not to raise taxes is

backing away from its endorsement of
Fletcher's tax reform.
That, indeed, would be the irony of all
ironies if Americans for Tax Reform withdrew its seal of approval for "tax modernization" in Kentucky. Last year and again
this year. Fletcher and legislators Democrats and Republicans alike - have
gone out of their way to satisfy the dictates
of that reckless pledge, all the while slashing spending in every part of government
operations.
And still the ominous specter of a
Medicaid deficit next fiscal year hangs over
everything related to the budget and taxes.
This, of course, is the folly of trying to
put together a $15 billion budget and complex tax reform in a legislative session limited by law to only 30 working days.
That it is necessary under a court order
to enact a budget by June 30 is everyone's
fault.
The next consbtutional amendment put
before Kentucky voters ought to be one that
says if a budget is not passed in the even
year, 60-day session, the House and Senate
must stay in session until a budget is
passed and signed by the governor.
If it takes an extra 30 days - and $1.5
million - to accomplish, so be it. The voters
themselves would be free to decide if that
was money well spent the next time their
legislators come up for re-election.
Todd Due all is editorial page editor for
the State Journal in Frankfort.

OUR READERS WRITE
To the Editor.
I was appalled to hear the words "animosity" and "anger" used
in conjunction with the present situation with the two school districts.
These strong words are the same words used when the news
talks about the feud between the Palestinians and the Israelites.
The people's reaction here isn't much different. 1 thought when
I moved here this was a loving, caring, generous community who
really showed, through their actions, that they believed in the idea

of "love they neighbor as thy self.- I am really disappointed!
What examples are the adults in the two school districts, city
and county setting for our children? That honest negotiation and
compromise are theories only?
Is this one of the Southern feuds 1 have read about or is this the
dark side of this city and county that realtors and tourism people
never mention when they want you to come to this area?
Dolores J. Wells
Murray, Ky.

Mrs. Alice D. Roy

He was married Sept. 2, 1944, to the former Dorothy Louise
Mrs. Alice D. Roy. 75, Benton, died Monday, Feb. 14, 2005,
Futrell,
who died July'22, 1997. Born April 10, 1916, in Calloway
at
5:35 am. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
County, he was the son of the late Cletus Guthrie and Jennie Beaman
She had retired from Murray-Calloway Guthrie.
County Hospital as a registered nurse after more
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Janet Manning and husthan 20 years of service.
band, Mike. Murray; two sons, Don Guthrie and wife, Diana.
One son, Billy Roy, and two brothers. Danny Hardin, and Dale Guthrie and wife. Becky, Des Pere, Mo.; one
Devor and Jack Devor, all preceded her in death. brother, Fred Guthrie and wife, LaRue. Florida; six grandchildren:
She was the daughter of th:t late Daniel Devor one great-grandchild.
and Lord McMurray Devor.
Survivors include one son, Brian Roy, William Tracy Meredith
Benton; two granddaughters, Mrs. Joanna
The funeral for William Tracy Meredith will he today (Tuesday)
Colson, Benton, and Mrs. Becky Harris, at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Leroy
ROY
Paducah; two great-grandchildren, Trace Colson Lyles and Keith Norsworthy will officiate. Burial will follow in the
and Tera Colson, both of Benton; one brother, Strow Cemetery, Benton.
Thomas E. Devor, Fairdealing.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
A graveside memorial service will be Wednesday at 10 a.m. at
Expressions of sympathy may be made to scholarships for grandDunn Cemetery. Jerry Hoover will officiate.
children's education, 730 Tubhs Road, Benton, Ky.. 4205.2
Visitation will be at Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home,
Mr. Meredith, 69, Tubbs Road, Benton. died Saturday, Feb. 12.
Benton, after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).
2005, at 7:30 a.m. at Marshall County Hospital. Benton.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Heartland Worship
A supervisor at SKW Alloys, he was a member of Oak Level
Center Building Fund, 4777 Alben Barkley Drive, Paducah, Ky., Church of Christ.
42001.
Preceding him in death were three sisters, Avis Stansberry, Janice
Phillips and Mary K. Price, and one brother, O.S.(Bud) Meredith.
Clarence E. Boren
He was the son of the late Okey S. Meredith and Maggie Elizabeth
The funeral for Clarence E. Boren will be today (Tuesday) at 1 Meredith.
p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Dr.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Shirley Sue Meredith; one
Jim Simmons will be officiate. Burial will follow in the Elm Grove daughter, Mrs. Tracie Sue Hopkins, Almo; one son, William David
Cemetery.
Meredith, Benton; one sister, Mrs. Lilliam Perlotte, Denver, Colo.:
Visitation is now at the funeral home. Masonic rites were con- three grandchildren. Stephen Vincent Meredith, Jammie Michael
ducted Monday at the funeral home.
Perry and Katelyn Elizabeth Meredith; two stepgrandchildren,
Mr. Boren, 91, Story Avenue, Murray, died Sunday. Feb. 13, Ronda Lenton and Sgt. Ronald Brett Hopkins; one stepgreat-grand2005, at 11:50 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
child, Alysha Morgan Lenton; several nieces and nephews.
He retired as a fire inspector for the City of Murray after more
than 18 years of service. He was a member of Memorial Baptist Anthony Casurella
Church, Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons and
The funeral for Anthony Casurella will be Wednesday at 2 p.m.
Scottish Rite Lodge, Evansville, Ind.
in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Glen
Born Aug. 16, 1913 in Stewart County, Tenn., he was the son of
the late Henry Douglas Boren and Edith Futrell Boren. Also preceding him in death were two brothers, Cecil Boren and Clyde Boren.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Lillie Mae Inman Boren, to
whom he was married Sept. 1, 1946; one son, Ray Glenn Boren and
wife, Karen. West Paducah; two grandchildren, Christopher R.
Boren, Draffenvilie, and Amanda Sue Boren, West Paducah.

Whipple and the Rev. Dwight Wiser will officiate. Burial will follow
in the Marshall County Memory Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Wednesday.
Mr. Casurella. HI. Fairway Drise. Benton, died Saturday. Feb. 12,
2005, at 12:15 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a member of Free Methodist Church, Aurora, Ill. He had
been pastor of churches for 20 years, was a 20-year chaplain for
Mercy Center Hospital in Aurora and was a 10-year chaplain for
Marshall County Detention
Center. He was a graduatc of
Seattle Pacific College. and
received his master's degree in
social work in Chicago and master's degree in guidance counseling in Peoria, Ill.
One son, Anthony Casurella
and three brothers all preceded
him in death. He was the son of
the late Nicholas Casurella and
Theresa Orrico Casurella.
Survivors include his wife.
Mrs. Anna Mildred Hibbett
Casurella; two daughters, Mrs.
Beverly
Jean
Stewart.
Hendersonville, Tenn., and Mrs
Teresa Ann Herman. Benton; onc
son, Paul Richard Casurella.
Didsburg. Alberta. Canada: three
sisters. Mrs. Theresa Templin.
Florida, Mrs. Josephine Wolfe,
Melrose Park. III., and Mrs. Mary
Ramundo, Indiana; one brother.
John Ganziano, Naples, Fla.; 12
Rd-Air Shopping Center
grandchildren; nine great-grandchildren.

Exyress
your
sentiment

Wayne C. Manson
A graveside service for Wayne C. Minson was today (Tuesday) at
II a.m. at McKelvey & Huffman Cemetery, Buckhorn, Mo. Family
members officiated.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Murray. was in
charge of arrangements. •
-- Mr. Minson. 75. Osborne Road, Murray, died
-Saturday. Feb. 12, 2005, at 647-am.at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
An Army veteran, he was a retired truck driver- itir,\
Yellow Freight and was of Jehovah
Witness lanh.
One brother, Delius Minson. preceded him in death. Born Feb.
26, 1929, in Coldwater. Mo., he was the son of the late Fred Minson
and Elsie Barker Minson.
Survivors include four daughters, Mrs. Nina Jean Bellah and husband, Kirk, Springtown, Texas, Ms. Stephanie Owen, Murray. Mrs.
Carla Smith and husband, DeWayne. Puryear, Tenn„ and Ms.
Tammy Ridell. St. Paul, Minn.; one son, Michael Minson, Haltom,
Texas; one sister, Mrs. Nina Dees, Arnold, Mo.: seven grandchildren, Fallon Ridell. Kayla Bella's, Holly Bowman. Jennifer
Bowman, Katlin Smith, Cory Brandsetter and Justin Smith; one
great-granddaughter, Hannah Bowman.

Union Planters

Ortis Dale (Gus) Guthrie
The funeral for Ortis Dale (Gus) Guthrie was Monday at 3 p.m.
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. The Rev.
Van Russell and the Rev. Sammy Cunningham
officiated. Music was by Oneida White.
Pallbearers were deacons of Grace Baptist
Church, where he was a member. Entombment
was in the mausoleum at Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Mr. Guthrie, 88, Stadium View Drive,
Murray, died Friday, Feb. II. 2005, at 11:20 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
An Army veteran of World War H. he received the Bronze Star
and Good Conduct Medal. Retired from the Murray division of the
Tappan Company, he was a life member of Veterans of Foreign
Wars.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — 1,000 people.
State lawmakers attended a rally
The proposal, which passed
Monday in support of legislation the Senate last week, would
aimed at curbing the production restrict people from buying
and use of methamphetamine in more than three packages of
Kentucky.
drugs
containing
pseuLaw enforcement authorities, doephedrine at one time, and no
firefighters, rescue workers and more than 9 grams per month.
school children filled the Pseudoephedrine is a decongesFrankfort Civic Center to sup- tant found in medications such
port a proposal that would, as Sudafed.
among other things, limit the
Stores that sell the medicasale of a cold medicine used in tion would have to put it behind
methamphetamine production.
the counter or secure it in some
"It's time for this madness to other way. Those who buy the
stop," U.S. Rep. Hal Rogers, 12; medicine would have to show
Ky., told the crowd of about identification and sign a log.
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For over 2 million Union Planters customers,
banking just got even better.
Same friendly faces / Same convenient branches / Same pin number
Everything you like about Union Planters will still be there You'll keep your same account
numbers, checks. debit cards,loan coupons. even the same Web site(www.unionplanters.com)
for Internet banking. So stop by and take a look. And while you're there, check out a few of our
new products like Free Business Checking: Regions. A sign of good things to come.
1700 ATMs / Free Online Banking with Bill Pay / Free Checking' / Free Platinum Visa' CheckCard
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Silent auction scheduled
Sunday at Westside Church

4-H Shooting Sports
Club will meet
Youth love guns and bows
and arrows Our youth need
to learn to use them appropriately.
Archery,'
Air Pistol,
Hunter
Educational
Challenge,
22 Rifle,
Black Powder and
Shotgun
are disciplines of
the 4-H
By
Shooting
Ginny Harper Sports ProCalloway
gram. CalCounty Agent loway
for 4-H/Youth County is
Development
starting an
exciting 4H Shooting Sports Program.
"On Saturday, we will be
doing safety instruction and
preparing our youth to handle guns and bows. Youth
must have this instruction
prior to shooting in a Kentucky 4-H Shooting Sports
Program. We want all interested youth to come and
learn with us. Come see ,
what we have to offer."
Paula Thorne, shot gun
coach, encourages.
The Calloway County 4-H
Shooting Sports Club will
meet from 10 to 11 arm
Saturday in the meeting
room of Calloway County
Public Library to gain basic
knowledge and safety information. We hate coaches
certified in shot gun, rifle
and archery at this time and
will be offering these disciplines to youth of our community.
From Feb. 25 through
Feb. 27 in Jabez, Chip Ray,
Barbara Sims. Hunter Wallace, Joe Geurin and Dan
Wood will be attending 4-R
Shooting sports Leadership
Workshop for the coaches in
each of the above disciplines. Safety is the first and
most important emphasis of
this educational program.

r

Extension
Notes

•

Upcoming 4-H events
NI Geology I will meet
Tuesday and Wednesday from
3:30 to 4:45 p.m. at the
Extension office meeting
room. Limited spaces are
available.
II Communications Training will be Wednesday from
3:30 to 5 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library.
MI Reality Store will be
Wednesday and Thursday
from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the
ballroom of Murray State
University Curris Center. Volunteers are still needed.
•Murray-Calloway County Teen Club will meet
Thursday at 5 p.m. at the
Extension office.
III Stamping and Scrapbooking Club will meet Saturday from 10 a.m. to noon
at the Extension office.
•Shooting Sports 4-H
Club will meet Saturday
from 10 to 11 a.m. at the
Calloway County Public
Library.
•Country Ham Project
Group will meet next Monday at Broadbent's in Cadiz
to begin curing their hams.
III 4-H Newsletters are
available at the Extension
office.
•Remember to eat
healthy by eating at least
five fruits and vegetables.
The Calloway County
Cooperative Extension Service is open Monday through
Friday from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. The phone number is
753-1452 and fax is 7594243. The Calloway County
4-H Council receives funding
from United Way of Murray
arid Calloway County.
Educational programs of
the Kentucky Cooperative
Extension Service serve all
people regardless of race,
color; age, sex, religion, disability or national origin.
University of Kentucky, Kentucky State University, U.S.
Department of Agriculture
and Kentucky Couvies cooperate the service.

A silent auction will be Sunday at Westside Baptist Church. 207 Robertson Rd.
South, Murray.
This will be in the church gymnasium
following the 6 p.m. worship service. Featured will be gift baskets, signed MSU
game basketball, signed UK game basketball. gift certificates, special home interior products, etc. Finger foods and drinks
will be served.
Jo's
will be a benefit to help Mark and
Datebook LisaThis
Whitt and children, Elizabeth and Tyler,
By Jo Burkeen
who will lease the first April for a four
Community
months mission trip to Thailand. Whitt,camEditor
pus minister for Baptist Student Union at
Murray State University, has been in Thailand on missions
before and was asked to fill in while the missionary there
is on furlough.

All schools council meeting planned
Photo provided
Chelsea Smith, salesperson at The Cherry Tree Florist di
Gifts, makes a donation of a gift certificate for the New
Concord community meeting Thursday.

New Concord community
meeting will be Thursday
The New Concord commu- and other persons..
nity will meet Thursday at 5:30
"It will provide measures
p.m. at the church annex behind the community can take to help
the New Concord Post Office. the children make wise choicThis is sponsored by Title I, es to ensure a safer environParent Power and New Con- ment and a more productive
cord Homemakers.
life." a community member
This is an important meet- said.
ing for parents and communiAll area citizens of the comty people. It is to provide infor- munity are urged to attend. _No
mation concerning the youth. children -care will be provid:Steve Hoskins, superintendent, ed. Door prizes will be given
and Randy McCallon. assistant by local businesses and indisuperintendent, of Calloway viduals and refreshments will
County Schools, will be pres- be served.
ent, along with Bobby Meador

University\names
Parker to honor roll
COLUMBIA,
Mo.
—
Andrew Daniel Parker of Murray. Ky., has been named to
the dean's honor roll for the
fall semester of 2004 at the
University of Missouri.
A senior journalism and English major, Parker is a 2002
graduate of Murray High

School.
He is the son of Martha
and David Parker of Murray.
To qualify for this honor, a
student 'must have earned a
minimum 3.25 grade on the
average of a 4.0 scale while
taking at least 12 credit hours
of course work.

Graves expresses thanks to those filling out surveys
Back when I was in college. I had a poster .of an
enormous gi Till.) staring out
over the
words.
"When I
want your
opinion. I'll
beat it out
of you."
If
you've
been in the
library in
Library
the last
News
few days,
By Ben Graves it may
Calloway
sound
County Public familiar.
Library Director State Rep.
Melvin
Henley brought by a thick ,
sheaf of surveys on different
issues facing the state government, and we've worked
hard at wheedling, whining
and dragooning people into
filling them out.
The surveys aren't long
(only 15 questions), but they
are important. They are your
chance to tell your legislator
how you want things done.

And when so many surveys
come from one place, your
voice is heard extra clearly.
I was gratified at the
response that we received,
Out of nearly 200 surveys,
only four or five people
declined to fill it out. That's
pretty good average,
To all or-you that took
time to be good citizens and
actually participate in government, we say "thank You."
Beelzebub decided to walk
across the computer desk a
few days ago. She leaped
from the floor to the desktop
and walked along the inch
and a half space between the
edge of the desk and the
books I had piled on it.
Halfway along, she hit a
place where the ledge was
barely wide enough for one
paw at a time and her right
paw wound up on the
trk of a swivel chair. She
froze there with three legs
firmly planted on the table
as her fourth slowly
stretched farther and farther
out. Just before she tumbled,

she leaped gracefully to a
new perch.
Unfortunately she landed
off-center on the back of the
other swivel chair. Cat. chair
and all spun half way
around and flipped Bees into
the air. She did not land on
her feet. I've never seen a
cp die of embarrassment
bore, but this one came
close. She ran to the corner,
wrapped her tail around her
feet, and began licking her
fur in as if to say "I meant
to do that."
Yeah right.
This is not to say that I
do any better. In a previous
job. I walked into my office.
put a knee in my chair, and
leaned over to get a piece
of paper from my desk.
The chair swiveled,
smacking me into a smooth
concrete block wall. It took
me three or four seconds to
hit the floor. It felt like an
hour. I scraped the paint off
the wall on the way down,
trying to find a handhold,
while explaining very clearly

Sewing By Steven
9d
• Drapery
• Custom Bedding
• Accessories
• Custom Blinds

A joint meeting of all Calloway County Schools Site-based
Decision Making Councils will be Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in
the meeting room of Calloway County Board of Education of
office on College Farm Road. The public is invited, according to Randy McCallon, assistant superintendent.

CCHS Council will meet Wednesday
Calloway County High School Site-based Decision Making
Council will meet Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. in the media center. This meeting is open to the public.

Stroke/Head Injury Group will meet
Murray Stroke/Head Injury Support Group for survivors and
caregivers will be Thursday at 5:30 p.m. at the Center for
Health and Wellness Center. Tara Shelton. registered dietitian,
will speak about "Diabetes and Stroke." For information call
Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557.

Antique Automobile Club will meet
Twin Lakes Region of the Antique Automobile Club of
American will have its dinner meeting Thursday at 6 p.m. at
Ryan's Family Steak House, Murray. This is open to anyone
with an interest in antique automobiles and visitors are welcome. For more information contact Howard Barndon at 7534389 or Terry Ridgley at 753-1829.

Hazel Woman's Club will meet
Hazel Woman's Club will meet Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at
Tom's Grille, Murray. The group will go to Curves where
Kathy Farley will present a lesson on "Fitness.

Home Department plans meeting
Home Department of'Murray Woman's Club will -meet
Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at the club hous.e. Michael Robinson
will speak about "Personal and Residential Security."

Glory Bound will be Thursday
Glory Bound Entertainment w ill be Thursday from 7 to 9
p.m. at the Weaks Community Center. This weekly event is
sponsored by Goshen United Methodist Church. The public is
invited and there is no charge. Items for Need Line will be
taken. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643,
Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Jill Alton at 753-1592.

Tiger Booster Club will meet

' Murray Tiger Booster Club will meet Wednesday at 5:30
the moral, genetic and politip.m. at Murray High School: All officers, sports representacal deficiencies of the fools
tives, parents and other interested persons are encouraged to
who made such a smooth
attend.
wall.
My co-workers, ever helpful, applauded and shouted
Murray Calloway Senior Citizens, located at 607 Poplar
encouragement such as "Ride
St.,
will host a Free Throw Shooting contest on Wednesday
'em Cowboy" and "Yee
started at 9:30 a.m. in the gym. Three categories will be
Haw." Afterwards they actuwomen 60 and older; men 60-70; Men 71 and up. First place
ally complained that if I had
prizes will be awarded in each category. For information call
given them more warning,
Teri at 753-0929.
they would have sold tickets.
The incident was later
described as watching a big
A Murray High School Prom meeting will be Wednesday
old hamster trying to climb
at 5:30 p.m. in the Murray State University Curtis Center. All
up the wall of a glass cage.
interested junior parents, students and sponsors are encouraged
I hate swivel chairs.
to attend. For more information call 759-9579 or 293-6408.

Free Throw Shooting Contest planned

MILS Prom meeting Wednesday

Perhaps no place
in any community
is so totally
democratic as
the town library.
The only entrance
requirement is
interest.
-Lady Bird Johnson

EYBI-tYt

Aft

CCHS Council plans meeting
Calloway County High School Site-based Decision Making
Council twill meet Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. in the media center.

Al-Anon meeting is tonight
Al-Anon will meet tonight at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that
there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative
or friend.

Singles will meet tonight
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet tonight at 7 p.m. in the
annex of Calloway Public Library. This is open to all singles.
For information call Vicky at 753-3128, Laverne at 753-0181
or Jackie at 1-270-247-7754.

(OLYMPIC PLAZA — MURRAY)
S/4fIa

753-5507

• Specialty Rods
• Upholstery
• Design Service Available

Komprebeadve Enna for Glasses & mood leises
•Trestmeot of Eye lofections
•Large Selection of Desitorr Frames and Sontlaws
•Niact Insurance Accepted

Now Offering More Than 1,000 Fabrics Including Silks

"Quality Eyrearefor the Entire Family"

Call For Appointmont 270-753-6361

fift &AP
Wiril N14111111 MS TO Stiff YOVi
•basinsg Glazes•SerOng Sets•Coke kgers•Gates & More!
(off For Your WeddIng (onsufrotion rodoy

3.ha
AKERY & CATERING

71S I S. 124 Si. (Across inns Food itais)
threrrof•(270) 762-0450•Nish Tionensa,°MINN

Hazel Lodge 138 will meet
Hazel Lodge 138 of Woodmen of the World will meet
tonight at 6 p.m. at Ryan's. Murray. Later the group will
attend a movie at the Cheri Theatre.

Southwest Council will meet
Southwest Elementary School Site-based Decision Makinig
Council will meet today at 4 p.m. in the counseling offices
The Feb. 8th meeting was postponed.

KII/SIGNMENT SALE

PC DOCTOR

IMMEDIATE PAYOUT!!!

Computer Solutions

— MAYFIELD

PADUCAH

Feb. 18 & 19 Drop OR
March 4 & 5 Drop Off
Feb.22 - 2.5 • Shopping Plan
March 8 - 18• Gores - Lotie Oak Rd.
* Murray clothing pick-up available*

Sign up Today! 270-247-8929
All items sorted at consignment - guaranteed
Money & clothing ready for pick up al end of vale — nrt wading!

Services Offered
*House Calls
*Component Upgrades
*Software Upgrades
*Repair
*Speed Increases
*General Maintenance
*Horne Networks Installed & Set Up
*Virus Removal
*Custom Built Computers
*System & Network Consutting

PC DOCTOR • Murray
the/ pcdoctor@chart•r.net • 270-226-957
7
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Community Reflections
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recently
A "Community Reflections" breakfast was
Jr. and
King
Luther
Martin
Dr.
leader
rights
civil
slain
State University to remember
speaker
keynote
The
events.
Month
History
Black
of
slate
y's
to celebrate Februar
was Dr. Benjamin Curry, pastor of St. John's Missionary Baptist Church in Murray.
red
MSU's office of African-American support services and ethnic programs sponso
State,
Murray
at
ms
progra
the breakfast. For information on Black History Month
call 762-6836.

Study: Flu shots don't save elderly lives

Class Action Lawsuit Reform
You know you have to pay
an income tax. A sales tax. A
payroll tax. But what about a
"legal tax"?
Without knowing it, every
American pays an estimated
$845 a year of "legal tax,"
thanks to fraud and abuse in our
legal system. One major problem is the abuse of the class
action lawsuit, often filed
unfairly against unsuspecting
businesses. The money that
businesses are forced to spend
on legal costs and insurance
must be passed on to consumers-hence that extra $845
you have to cough up this year.
And that amount is expected to
grovJ by nearly 20 percent next
year.
Class action lawsuits are a
way for several plaintiffs with
the same complaint to sue a
defendant collectively. They
were meant to streamline the
legal system so that it works
efficiently, and benefits those
most in need. But a few predatory lawyers are gaming the
system by filing their cases in
select local courts known to
award huge payouts. So
Kentuckians who own businesses that contribute to their communities can get dragged into
court in Illinois. Texas, or
Florida-even if the plaintiffs are
spread out among all 50 states.
Sound crazy? Just look at a
few examples.

A
Lexington
businessman
who owned
several
check-cashing stores
throughout
Kentucky
sued in
Guest Voice awas
class
By Sen. Mitch
action lawMcConnell
suit by a
R-Kentucky
group of
mostly outof-state trial
lawyers. Other check-cashing
stores had already been sued by
the same bunch, and settled for
fear of paying a crippling judgment. In fact, the lawyers suing
this businessman had already
sued on behalf of 50 plaintiffs,
paying them a total of only
$2,236, while pocketing $1.3
million in fees.
An Ashland, Kentucky man,
as part of another class action
suit, won a verdict against a
manufacturing company in
1998. Imagine his surprise
when he found himself back in
court a few months ago-this
time suing his lawyers. They

1'
)

had hidden $18 million of the
settlement, and rather than
divide it up between the plaintiffs, funneled it/into a brandnew "charity" of which they
held complete control.
These outrageous examples
only begin to hint at how'a few
money-hungry trial lawyers are
abusing our legal system with
out-of-control, class action lawsuits. Even if the lawsuits are
questionable, the businesses
know that if they stand and
fight they may lose everything.
The money wasted in the "legal
tax" is money not used to grow
our economy. That makes this
fight against predatory class
action suits nothing less than a
tight against a cancer on
America's economy.
The cure for this cancer is to
move national cases that
involve plaintiffs and defendants from states all across the
country to federal courts instead
of local ones. This solution is
fair to all. The trial lawyers
won't be able to shop around
for a jackpot venue, and the
'plaintiffs themselves will be
protected from their own
lawyers-who often settle the

Written by Bob Rouse
Illustrated by Frank Yates
CHAPTER 5
Brain Freeze. a 10-chapter
serial story, is part of a
statewide literacy project led by
the Kentucky Press Association
and sponsored by LG&E/KU
Foundation_
The story so far: Faced with
losing their school, a team of
students tries to win a crosscountry scavenger hunt and a
new school. But someone wants
them to fail
"Finally - an easy clue!"
Nathan said as the Goldenrod
students gathered at an outdoor
cafe in Key West. "State capital
number 49 can only be Juneau.
Alaska."
The others nodded wordlessly, their mouths filled with Key
lime pie.
"Who's Patsy Ann?" Myron
mumbled through thtl pie. "The
mayor?"
stopped
fork
Amber's
Home
halfway to her mouth. "Not
Auto
unless the mayor has four legs
Form
and a wagging tail." she said.
IRA s
Just then, Ms. Roosevelt and
FreeZee joined the group.
Nursing Home
"Workin' on my clue, are you?"
the rapper asked. "Good luck have fun."
"We've had fun, but had
luck," Myron said.
HWY 121 BYPASS• 753-4703
After catching a late-morning
Ms. Roosevelt and the
flight.
corn
ay
ktbmiirr
%woo/
kids headed to Juneau via
Northeast Texas Airport and
Seattle. On board, the teacher
met with her students, her forehead lined with concern.
"FreeZee and I talked about

Job
Wanted?
Jobs Found!
The Murray
Ledger &
Times
Classifieds

kf1

BOB
CORNELISON

INSURANC'E

STUART
ALEXANDER

The CDC currently recommends flu shots for people age
50 and over, nursing home residents, children 6-23 months,
pregnant women, people with
chronic health problems and
certain health care and day care
workers. When vaccine was
scarce a few months ago,
healthy adults under 65 were
urged to forgo the shot.
Although the study, published Monday in the Archives
of Internal Medicine, looks at
data from the whole U.S. elderly
population over time, it doesn't
directly compare vaccinated vs.
unvaccinated elderly, Thompson
said. Previous studies that made
that comparison found the vaccine decreased the rate of all
winter deaths.
It's also unlikely that a single
study would trigger a-change in
policy, said CDC spokesman
Glen Nowak.
But the former head of the
nation's vaccine strategy, Dr.
said
Orenstein,
Walter
Simonsen's work "should make
us think twice about our current
strategy and (about) potentially
enhancing it." Orenstein is former director of the CDC's
National Immunization Program
and now leads a program for
vaccine policy development at
Emory University.
A shift to vaccinating schoolchildren, the age group most
likely to spread the flu virus, is
advocated by colleagues of
Orenstein's at Emory in a sepa-

CHICAGO (AP) — A new
study based on more than three
decades of U.S. data suggests
that giving flu shots to the elderly has.not saved any lives.
Led by National Institutes of
Health researchers, the study
challenges standard government
dogma and is bound to confuse
senior citizens. During last fall's
flu vaccine shortage, thousands
of older Americans. heeding the
government's public health message, stood in long lines to get
their shots.
-There is a sense that we're
all going to die if we don't get
the flu shot," said the study's
lead author. Lone Simonsen, a
senior epidemiologist at the
National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases in Bethesda.
Md. "Maybe that's a little
much."
The study should influence
the nation's flu prevention strategy. Simonsen said, perhaps by
to
vaccination
expanding
schoolchildren, the biggest
spreaders of the virus.
However, the U.S. Centers
for Disease Control and
Prevention in Atlanta plans no
change in its advice on who
should get flu shots, saying the
NIH research isn't enough to
shift gears.
"We think the best way to
help the elderly is to vaccinate
them," said CDC epidemiologist
William Thompson. "These
results don't contribute to
changing vaccine policy."

case for a quick buck, leaving
plaintiffs with near-worthless
coupons.
The Senate has begun debate
this week on a bill to do just
-Otis: "The Class Action Fairness
Act" is a moderate, bipartisan
bill that I'm proud to cosponsor.
It will move class-action suits
involving more than 100 plaintiffs and $5 million or more in
damages to federal courts if the
case involves a national dispute, rather than a merely local
one. It contains safeguards to
prevent trial lawyers from giving their plaintiffs paltry sums
while scoring million-dollar
jackpots themselves. And it
makes sure that cases that truly
belong in state or local courts

can stay there.
As the Senate Majority
Whip, I pushed for class action
reform to be one of the first
issues that Congress tackled
this year. President Bush supports it. and agrees with me that
it's a first step towards making
our growing economy even
stronger. Both Republicans and
moderate Democrats in the
Senate support the bill. The
only opponents are the trial
lawyers, who don't want us to
take away the pot of gold at the
end of their lawyers' briefs.
We have to do more to combat out-of-control lawsuits that
drive companies out of business
and suck money out of our
economy. Reforming class-

action suits is just the first step.
If we can continue passing
commonsense reforms to further reduce the "legal tax."
while ensuring the pcocess
tespoods to those most in need
we can build a more fair and
just legal system for all.

GE ProfileTM
30" Range
"Mom Will Love You For It!"

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
'We Service All Brands'
212 East Main St. • 753-1586

IrC
the odd things happening to us."
she said. "and we want you to be
careful and stick together."
An hour later, Myron was
walking out of the bookstoreat
the Northeast Texas Airport - by
himself - with his nose buried in
the latest Laz Calloway mystery.
He had left his friends and a
dozing Ms. Roosevelt at Gate
16. waiting for their Seattle
flight.
Out of the corner of his eye.
he saw a man pushing a Wheelchair and walking quickly. Still
reading, Myron stopped to let
the man pass but was bowled
over by the chair! Before he
could turn around, a plastic box
was jammed over his head and
clamped to his shirt.
"Hey! What's going ..."
Myron's protest was cut off by a
series of sneezes - one after
another! The plastic box was a
pet carrier with cat hair swirling
around inside - and Myron was
extremely allergic to cats!
The boy couldn't see who
was pushing the chair. He felt
humid, outside air, then heard a
door opening. Myron was
pushed into a dimly lit room. As
he struggled to get the crate off,
the door closed - and he heard
the lock click.
"What in the world'?" Myron
whispered. He saw he was in a
windowless building With more
pet carriers. The room had a
powerful dog smell. At least this
isn't the cat room, he thought,
but then the growling started.
Myron reached for his cell
phone but remembered leaving
it at Gate 16. All he had was a

rate report to be published
Tuesday in the American
Journal of Epidemiology."'
The NUT and Emory papers,
one a highly technical statistical
analysis of death data and the
other a commentary based on
field studies and mathematical
modeling, conic during a season
that focused the nation's attention on vaccine supplies.
As a vaccine shortage
loomed last fall. the CDC urged
shots only for the highest-risk
groups. Most of the 36,000 people who die each year of flurelated causes are elderly and
the nation's strategy has focused
on getting shots to them, as well
as other high-risk groups.
Last week the CDC reported
that about 59 percent of older
Americans got shots. in 2004,
down from 65 percent in 2003.
her research.
Based on
Simonsen doesn't expect to see
41 corresponding increase in flurelated deaths this year. something that "can be seen as good
news."
The flu vaccine is less effective in the elderly: than in
younger people. It works, but
not very well, said Ira Longini. a
biostatistics professor at Emory
University's Rollins School of
Public Health and a proponent
of vaccinating schoolchildren.
While it's smart for seniors to
get their yearly flu shots, he
said, a smarter government strategy would emphasize shots for
children. ages 5 to 18.

pen. Myron yelled loudly for
help, but roaring engines overpowered his voice. Must he
planes taking off he thought.
"Our plane takes off in 35
minutes! Where is Myron?" Ms.
Roosevelt asked the other kids
at Gate 16. "If we miss this
flight, we'll lose the game. That
young man will be in my doghouse when he comes back!"
In the airport doghouse.
Myron grew desperate. He took
the cap off the pen. hoping to
blow into it and whistle for help.
He could only make a highpitched noise. Nobody's going to
hear ... . His thought was interrupted by several dogs' howling.
They sure heard the whistle!
Myron blew harder, and the
howling grew louder - almost
deafening.
Within minutes the door
burst open. and a man in a jumpsuit entered the room. "You
hounds hush up!" he shouted,
and then spotted Myron.
"Heyyy, you're not supposed to
be in here," he said.
As(good)luck would have it,
one of the airport's security
guards was flying to Seattle. too.
He completed his report of
Myron's misfortine while in the
air. so the Goldenrod group
could stay on schedule.
Myron was fine, but Ms.
Roosevelt was' ready to quit the
game. "I have called Mr.
Sanchez, FreeZee. and all of
your parents about this, this ...
attack!" she said to her students.
"I will not put you in danger we'll go home!"
'The students looked at each

other silently. Then Myron
spoke up. "Ms. R.. FreeZee is
ready to give us a mansion that
can become the coolest school
ever. But this game is a way for
us to earn it," he said. "Winning
will prove that we're worthy of
the gift."
The other kids nodded. A tear
crept down Amber's cheek.
"That's what your parents
said - all of them," the teacher
admitted.
When the group landed in
Juneau. Sluppy D and two private security guards greeted
them. "FreeZee thought you
needed the extra muscle,"
Sluppy D said, and then tousled
Myron's hair. "Stopped sneezing. little dude?"
After putting on coats provided by Sluppy D, the group and their guards - crowded into
a taxi van. Solving the clue had
become the easiest part of the
day, as Latisha and Amber had
found a Web site devoted to
Patsy Ann. Juneau's "town dog"
that greeted arriving ships in the
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1930s.
As Nathan photographed the
statue-of Patsy Ann on a Juneau
dock, other tourists stood beside Myron and read about the
famous canine. "The statue
looks so real." one of them said
and then snitTed the air. "It even
smells like a dog." Myron
blushed.
The group got a reply from
FreeZee right away. He OK'ed
their answer and directed them
to the Juneau Empire for the
next clue. After getting a paper.
Myron said quietly. "Hey guys. I
think I know how to catch our
bad-luck maker."
Each week, a rap cluefor the
story's scavenger hunt will
appear in Classified section of
the Murray .Ledger & Times.
Bob Rouse is a writer in
Midway. Frank Yates. who died
Jan. 22, was an artist for the
Herald-Leader - For classroom
activities to use with this story
go to www.kspress.coin.
Brought to you by: LG&F
Foundation and Kentucky
Press Association.
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MMS 3rd; CCMS CCMS speech team defends title
5th at Gov's Cup

Calloway County Middle
School Speech Team defended
its first place title in the region
recently at the Murray Region
Murray Middle School won third in the Region I Governor's
Speech Tournament at Graves
Club academic competition for middle schools held Thursday
County High School. Twenty
and Friday at Calloway County Middle School.
middle school students competFirst place was won by Lone Oak Middle, second place by
ed in the tournament and 18 stuNorth Marshall, and fofirth place for Reidland. Calloway County
dents qualified for the state tourfinished in fifth.
nament.
In the team competition. CCMS was second in future problem
Students advancing include
sok ing behind South Marshall. The top two teams from each
the team captains,eighth graders
team event and top five in individual competition will conipete at
Brandon Orr and Susan Holland.
the state level March 12-14 in Louisville.
Orr
will compete in three events
Murray and Calloway winners in the individual competition
at the State Tournament:
ere as follows:
Extemporaneous
Speaking,
•Composition - I. Janie Stenber, Calloway, and 3. Tyler
Oratorical Declamation and Duo
Spann. Murray;
Acting. Holland will compete in
IN Social Studies - 2. Jacob Bell, Murray (tie), and 4. Justin
Palmer, Calloway (tie);
Solo
Acting
and
Prose
II Language Arts - 3. Holly Oatman, Murray;
Interpretation.
II Arts and Humanities - I. Patrick Hughes, Murray.
Other eighth graders advancing to the state tournament
include Will Blackford in
Improvisational Duo and Solo
Acting as well as Seth
Fortenberry in Public Speaking.
Photo provtgeti
Improvisational
Duo
and
bottom
,
Pictured
is
the
Calloway
Middle
School
team.
They
are:
County
speech
Interpretation of Literature.
Sara Bailey will also compete in left, Cedric Roberts, Will Blackford, Susan Holland, Brandon Orr, Wynne Dawson;fr
dle, Jennifer Dunnaway (coach) Austin Ramsey, Seth Fortenberry, Drew Haley, Kristin*
Broadcasting.
The team boasts a large num- Fricker, Candyce Chambers, Sara Bailey. Emily McKnight, Sarah Velo. Leanne Luthet,
ber of seventh grade members Amy Turner (Asst. Coach); back, Shea Pierce, Marci Crouch, Whitney Gardner, Kars06
who will also be competing in Crass and Amber Burres.
the state tournament. Sarah
Velo and Leanne Luther will Speaking and Wynne Dawson the state tournament include Kristina Fricker in Public
also
participate
in Marci Crouch who will be com- Speaking.
participate in Duo Acting. Velo will
Extemporaneous
Speaking as peting in Storytelling, Duo
The team will compete in the
will also compete in Solo Acting
well
as
Public
Speaking.
Emily
Acting,
and
Improvisational
Kentucky
Educational Speech
and Poetry Interpretation.
":.Kamon &ass
nd - Austin- _McKnight will compete in Duo. Shea Pierce will compete and Drama Association State
Ramsey will both compete in Oratorical Declamation and in Interpretation—of Liarature Tournament Feb. 24-26 and-the
Improvisational Duo. Kentucky High School Speech
Duo Acting and Improvisational Whitney Gardner will compete and
in
Storytelling.
Buries will compete in League State Tournament March
Amber
Duo. Cedric Roberts will comSixth graders advancing to Poetry and Storytelling and 17-19.
pete
in
Extemporaneous

'Writing Buddy'
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Bill aimed at providing math help

Photo nrovided

Kellie Chapman conferences with her "writing
buddy," Mrs. Debbra Puckett at East Elementary.

FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)— A bill passed by the Kentucky Senate
on Monday is aimed at shoring up the math skills of elementary
school pupils who are falling behind.
The legislation would set,up a fund to train teachers to identify
those youngsters who are struggling in math and help them catch up.
The goal is to eliminate the gap between high- and low-achieving
math students that, it:
ted early on,can continue into latet
grades. „
The hill passed 35-0 ifrf1.0v. heads to the House.

Cat Got Your Tounge?

Photo provided

Photo provided

The Calloway County High School Future Problem Solving team received 1st place honors at the KAAC District competition held Sat. Feb. 5th. Team members are Daralyn Ramsey, Crystal Eldridge, Courtney Elder, and Danielle
Pritchett. The FPS team will advance to the regional competition held at St. Mary's on Thursday.

Make sure
your school
gets a
piece
of the
pie.

Tina Dunn, librarian, invited Scott Kelly to bring his
animals to share with all the P3 and P4 students at
Murray Elementary School. The students are in the
process of a special writing activity to research animals. Each student has chosen an animal to
research and through research and the writing
process students will learn about the adaptation of
various animals in their habitat. Pictured, Tara
Masthay was brave enough to get up close and personal with the bobcat held by Kelly.
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Carolina calling for desperate times
Gamecocks
desperate for victory
over Kentucky
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) — South Carolina desperately needs a win against No.
3 Kentucky on Tuesday night if the Gamecocks have any hope of an at-large NCAA
tournament bid.
South Carolina (13-8, 5-5 Southeastern Conference) is coming off a disappointing 74-71 loss to Auburn at home,
a severe blow to its postseason resume.
But coach Dave Odom said Kentucky's
(19-2, 10-0) arrival in Columbia couldn't
have come at a better time.
"It gives you the best chance to get
yourself back on track and that's what
we need to do," Odom said. "I truly look
at this as an opportunity, not a task."
The Wildcats, too, must rebound from
a sluggish game Saturday, but Kentucky
pulled out a win, beating Georgia, the
leagtie's cellar-dweller, 60-51.
"We're anxious to prove we're better
than we were on Saturday," said Wildcats coach Tubby Smith, who showed just
how deep his team is when he benched
his starters after an early deficit against

the Bulldogs. A few minutes later, Kentucky held a 10-point advantage.
"We're facing a difficult challenge, but
one I think is coming at the right time,"
Odom said.
South Carolina won't be intimidated
by the SEC's best team. The Gamecocks
played tough in a 79-75 loss at Rupp
Arena on Jan. 5, but history might not
be on their side. South Carolina is 0-4
against ranked teams this season and Kentucky has won 18 of the last 19 meetis dating back to the 1997 season.
South Carolina is 5-35 against the Wildcats.
Odom doesn't talk about Kentucky's
storied success with his players. "My job
is not to paint doom," he said.
Kentucky is looking for its 50th —
and 15th consecutive — 20-win season
AP Photo
on Tuesday. A big reason for this year's Dave Odom's South Carolina Gamesuccess has been consistent play from
cocks are 0-4 against ranked teams
Kentucky freshmen Randolph Morris and
this season, and Kentucky has won
Rojon Rondo, who are both averaging
18 of the last 19 meetings, dating
WildThe
a
game.
points
more than eight
cats have won nine in a row since los- back to the 1997 season. South
ing by six points to No. 2 Kansas on Carolina is 5-35 against the WildJan. 9.
cats.
The Gamecocks haven't been as conOdom left Antoine Tisby at home for
sistent. South Carolina hasn't put togeth- an away game against Florida and left
er a winning streak longer than two games Josh Gonner in the locker room for the
since the loss to Kentucky, and the team second half of that game.
has had its share of internal issues.

No-Win Situation
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times photo

Trey Pearson, a sophomore guard for Murray State,
provided the leadership head coach Mick Cornin was
looking for with 17 of his 22 second-half points in a
win over Austin Peay Saturday at the RSEC.
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By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Will last Saturday's thrilling
come-from-behind victory over
archrival Austin Peay be the
springboard that vaults the Murray State Racers to a memorable finish in 2004-05?
Only time will tell, but MSU
head coach Mick Cronin is
counting on it.
"My hope is that we've
finally found out what it's all
about, and that Saturday was
a turning point" he said. "Just
to look out there and see our
guys playing with emotion and
not looking at the scoreboard
was great."
There was much concern
among the Racer faithful at halftime Saturday. The Racers, who
had already dropped two
straight home games, were
down 14 points to the visiting

Governors and
of falling into a deep hole in
the Ohio Valley Conference
race.
But, with their backs to the
wall. the Racers (13-9, 8-4
OVC) came out fighting in the
second half, using a suffocating full-court press to harass
Peay into 14 turnovers. Murray took advantage of those miscues by shooting a blistering
66.7 percent in the final 20
minutes of the 82-73 win.
According to Cronin, the
Racers' second-half effort
embodied the style of play he's
been preaching to his team all
season long.
"When you press, you have
to play with a high amount of
energy. It takes all five guys
being on the same page for

•See RACERS Page 2B

Lady Racers ready to
lay it all on the line

I"

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
It won't likely get any more
crucial for the Murray State
Lady Racers than today's
matchup with visiting Tennessee-Martin.
The Lady Racers (9-14, 57 OVC) enter tonight's 5:15
contest in a tie for sixth place
in the Ohio Valley Conference
women's standings with Samford (12-11, 5-7) — just a
game back of the Skyhawks
(7-16, 6-6), who defeated MSU
75-72 in overtime last month
at Martin's Elam Center.
"This game is very big for
us," said Murray head coach
Joi Felton. "I never want to
put pressure on my players by
calling any game a must-win,
but our team realizes the importance of this game. We didn't
play really well at Martin, but
we feel like our team has
improved a lot since then."
Post play has been a problem for the Lady Racers all
season long. And that was never
more apparent than the Jan.
18 game at UTM, when Murray's thin and inexperienced
frontcoun allowed Martin's
Andreika Jackson to have a field
day in the paint.
Jackson, an All-OVC candidate, torched MSU for a double-double with a season-high
33 points on 12-of-14 shooting and 13 rebounds.
"Having her on the inside
is a great advantage for them,"
Felton said. "They just killect

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger photo

Murray State senior forward Kaleena Miler hopes
to have a repeat performance like the double-double she had against Austin
Peay Saturday.

Savannah St. goes 0-for-Season
SAVANNAH, Ga. (AP) —
Maybe in a few years, they'll
be able to look back on this
season and chuckle just a bit.
Not now.
The pain is too real, the
scoreboard all too familiar.
The Savannah State Tigers
went through an entire season without winning even one
game, only the second NCAA
Division I team in the last
half-century to reach the gold
standard for futility.
"Being out in public, walking around on campus, people make jokes about you
because you're not winning,"
senior Sherard Reddick said.
"We're all just struggling emotionally. It's hard to describe."
But this much is clear: The
Tigers have no business being
in Division 1, a leap they
made a few years' ago with
hopes of making a name for
themselves. Instead, they
became a national laughingstock.
ESPN even did live "cutins" during its regular programmin to provide updates on
Savannah State's quest for
infamy Monday night. The
Tigers gave their best showing of the season but still lost
to Florida A&M 49-44, wrapping up an 0-28 season.
They joined Prairie View
in the hall of infamy. The
Texas school went 0-28 in
1991-92 — the only other Division 1 team in the last 50
years to endure a winless season.
"It's unbelievable," Reddick
said.
At least the Tigers didn't
go down without a fight. They
tied it at 41 with 1:57 remaining when Donald Carson —
son of former New York Giants
linebacker Harry Carson
hit two free throws.
But Michael Harper put
Florida A&M (9-13) ahead for
good just 12 seconds later
with two foul shots. Mark
Williams hit a long 3-pointer
with 14 seconds remaining to
pull Savannah State to 45-44,
but Tony Tate clinched it at
the free throw line for the
Rattlers. He made six straight
in the final 24 seconds and
led all scorers with 23 points.

AP Photo

s players as they
Savannah State athletic director Robert "Tony" O'Neal comfort
in Savanleave the court following their 49-44 loss to Florida A&M Monday
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Canseco's book a hit on release day

us inside. We gave up five or
six and-one plays. and you just
can't do that."
NEW YORK (AP) — Joie Canseco's
Felton hopes that her squad
accusing several top playhas developed some sense of autobiography
and charging that baseuse
steroid
of
a post presence with the recent ers
peforrnance-enhancing
ignored
long
ball
play of senior forward Kaleena
Miller, who was instrumental drugs appeared to be a hit on its first
in the Lady Racers'81-70 come- day in bookstores.
from -behind win over Austin
Amazon.com listed "Juiced: Wild Times,
Peay last Saturday.
Rampant 'Roids, Smash Hits, and How
Miller, who had provided Baseball Got Big" as third on its best
little if any scoring punch to seller list Monday.
the MSU lineup before last
The book had an initial printing of
weekend, had a breakout offencopies and Regan Books does
150,000
the
sive performance against
not disclose sales figures, spokeswoman
Lady Governors with a dou
Jennifer Suitor said.
1B
"I don't think it's a good thing, obviIII See MILLER Page

k

ously, because it's bringing a had light
to the game," New York Yankees captain
Derek Jeter said Monday. "This is a time,
obviously, baseball is in a negative light
and Jose is not helping out. In terms of
his accusations, the only people that know
are him and whoever he is accusing. The
unfortunate thing is, if it's not true, you're
looking at guys having to defend themselves over something they haven't done."
Mark McGwire, one of the former
teammates Canseco accused of using
steroids, issued a written denial.
"The relationship that these allegations
portray couldn't he further from the truth,"
McGwire's statement said. "I also worry

how these false allegations will taint the
accomplishments of the Oakland Athletics' coaches, players and executives who
worked so hard to achieve success during the era in question, along with the
other players and organizations affected
by this book.
"Most concerning to me is the negative effect that sensationalizing steroids
will have on impressionable youngsters who
dream of one day becoming professional
athletes. Once and for all I did not use
steroids or any other illegal substance."
Mc-Gwire was not available for interviews.
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KENTUCKY PREPS SCOREBOARD
Monday's Games
Boys:
Beechwood 70. Bellevue 64
Boone Co, 69, South Oldham 66
Carroll Co 84. Owen Co. 52
Lou Waggoner 61. Lou. Brown 35
Ludlow 65. Dayton 34
Mayfield 65. Murray 47
Silver Grove 77, Heritage Academy 44
Tnmble Co 70. Eminence 57
Villa Madonna 68. Calvary Christian 42
Gifts:
Allen Central 47 East Ridge 42
Apollo 50. Muhlenberg North 36
Ballard Memorial 67, Reidland 40
Bekry 71, Tolsia, W.Va , 62
Bell Co 63, Everts 34
Bethlehem 39, Lou Fern Creek 35
Boone Co 45. Highlands 22
Breathitt Co 61, Lee Co 50
Christian Co. 87, Calloway Co 37
Clay Co 53. Hazard 41
Corbin 66, Lincoln Co 56
Cordia 77 South Floyd 43
Coy Holy Cross 51. Bishop Brossart 44
Danville 57. Burgin 48
Dawson Springs 57, Cnnenden Co 46
Dixie Heights 48. Ryle 31
Estill Co 63, Madison Southern 47
Frankfort 50. Lex Sayre 29
Franklin Co 42. George Rogers Clark
39
Grayson Co 69 Daviess Co 46
Harrison Co. 52 Fleming Co 39
Harrodsburg 66. East Jessamine 63

Heath 51, Mayfield 45
Henderson Co 85, Hoplunsville 35
Jenkins 70, Letcher 21
Johnson Central 61. Betsy Layne 55
June Buchanan 50, Red Bird 47 OT
Knott Co. Central 47 Wolfe Co 30
Lawrence Co 65, Bath Co 48
Lewis Co 69 Elliott Co 51
Lea Henry Clay 72 Jackson Co 45
Las Paul Dunbar 48 Madison Central
34
kitagoffin Co 69. Pikeville 57
Mason Co. 65. Bourbon Co. 46
Mercer Co. 82, Boyle Co. 55
Montgomery Co 50. St Patrick 23
Newport Central Catholic 68, Holmes
48
Nicholas Co 44, Bracken Co 40
North Hardin 80 Anderson Co 35
North Oldham 50. Gallatin Co 38
Notre Dame 67 Conner 44
Ohio Co 77. Whrtesville Trinity 30
Oldham Co. 59, Spencer Co. 34
Owensboro 44 Muhlentierg South 22
Owsley Co 72, Jackson City 36
Paducah Tilghman 57. Carlisle Co. 13
Pendleton Co. 71, Deming 64
Powell Co 73. Model 61
Rockcaske Co 59, South Laurel 47
Rowan Co 50. East Caner 45 OT
Russellville 58. University Heights 51
Scott 68. St. Henry 58
Simon Kenton 59. Campbell Co 53
Warren Central 72, Glasgow 44
Warren East 64. Caverns 52
West Carter 61. Paul Blazer 39
Woodford Co. 67. Scott Co. 60

Flowers selected as
Coca-Cola All-American

By JIM O'CONNELL
Top 25
op 25 teams lit
fittop
AP Basketball Writer
ass' man's college
Illinois was a unanimous
votes in
No. 1 in The Associated Press' records through Fab l& IOW
based on 25 points for•1111•1341•3o.
college basketball for the third
ons point for a 25th-place
through
while
straight week Monday,..
last week's inking-.
PM
Radon!
Charlotte moved into the Top
1.800
25-0
511now (72)
25 for the first time in six
1,710
20-1
N. Karon
years.
1,592
15-2
Kareacky
4.
1,578
The Fighting Illini (25-0)
North Carolina 20-3
1.553
beat Michigan and Wisconsin lb.WakIFcrest 21-3I
1,366 .4
Station College20last week to remain the only
18-3
1,348
7. Duke
1,329 10
8 Oklahoma Si. 19-3
unbeaten team in Division I
1219 8
22-3
Syracuse
9
Illinois received all 72 first1,140 12
21-4
10. Arrzona
place votes from the national
1,008 13
it. Michigan St. 17-4
945
9
21-4
12. loutsville
media panel to stay No. I for
aea 14
19-4
13. Gonzaoa
the 11th consecutive week.
15
627
214
14, Utah
Kansas (20-1) moved up one 5#5. Washington 20-4
11
811
a
2,
17
No.
to
737
19-4
yst Alatillma
place to get back
717
18
17-4
17. Pittsburgh
spot it held for nine straight
19
602
I& Connecticut 15-6
weeks before losing at Villano24
360
20-2
19. Pacific
20
342
16-6
20 Wisconsin
va. The Jayhawks dropped to
17-6
263
21. Oklahoma
sixth after their only loss and
231
15-7
22. Maryland
were third the past two weeks. 23. Charlotte
17-4
225
130
le.6
24. Cincinnati
Kentucky (19-2) jumped
118
14-6
Villanova
from fifth to third and North
Carolina (20-3), which lost at
receiving votes Florida
rgetown 48, Texas 46, Texas
Duke and won at Connecticut
Old Dominion
last week, dropped from sec- 9115 DePautSt.45.
33. Nevada 29,
fri9P4
ond to fourth.
26, Georgia Tech 27. S.
Wichita St. 21, Vermont
Charlotte (17-4) moved into
7, Wls.4mukee 7,
the rankings at No. 23 after -Memphis
George Washington 5, St Mary's,
five wins in its last six games. 2, Texas AIM 2, Holy Cross
Minnesota 1
the only loss at East Carolilosses
other
49ers'
The
na.
were to Rutgers, Alabama in it \Ads 24th
triple overtime and Cincinnati.
Wake Forest moved up one
The last time Charlotte was place to fifth and was followed
ranked came in the final week by Boston College, Duke, Oklaof the 1998-99 season when

r

Murray High falls to
Mayfield in boys'acti

homa State, Syracuse and Arizona.
Michigan State jumped from
13th to No. 11 and then came
Louisville, Gonzaga, Utah,
Washington, Alabama, Pittsburgh, Connecticut, Pacific and
Wisconsin.
The last five ranked teams
were Oklahoma, Maryland,
Charlotte, Cincinnati and Villanova.
Maryland, which beat Duke
on Saturday night to become
the first Atlantic Coast Conference team to sweep the regular season series from the
Blue Devils in 10 years, moved
back in at 22nd after a week
out of the rankings.
The Terrapins (15-7), who
were ranked as high as 12th
this season, were out of the
Top 25 four of the previous
five weeks as they lost five
of nine.
Texas (16-7), which was
ranked as high as No. 10 this
season, fell out of the Top 25
for the first time this season.
The Longhorns had lost three
straight and four of five before
beating Kansas State at home
in overtime on Saturday.
Texas Tech (15-6) broke into
the Top 25 for the first time
this season last week, but the
Red Raiders fell out from 25th
after losing at Iowa State on
Saturday.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)-The lop Owns
in is Kentucky Associated Press high
school bastialball pole, Mb Ikel-0110a
voles, records, total points and proi4Oull
ferill011011
BOYS
FPV Rod T9 Pvit
Rank-School
3
ri(2)22-3 82
Jeftersonloo
1. Lou.
2
(5)20-2 81
2 Scott Co
1
(3)23-3 80
3. Lou. Tnnity
4
-19-2 72
4. Lou Ballard
5
-21-3 65
5. South Laurel
8
-20-5 43
6. Lou PRP
6
-22-2 39
7. LOX. Henry Cloy
7
-22-1 25
Callowsy Co
9
-18-4 19
9. Pendleton Co
-16-4 16
10 Lou DeSaies
Others receiving votes: Burt East 5,
Muhlenberg North 5, Univ Heights 1,
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Jackson defense reveals
star-studded witness list
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SANTA MARIA, Calif.(AP)
— Michael Jackson's defense
lawyers announced they may
call Elizabeth Taylor, Jay Leno,
Quincy Jones and Kobe Bryant
to the witness stand in the pop
star's molestation trial.
The list of possible witnesses
sounded he coming attractions
for a major Hollywood spectacle. But the judge in the case
dimmed that prospect, saying
not all of the celebrities would
necessarily testify.
Attorneys are in the process
of selecting 12 jurors and eight
alternates who will decide
whether Jackson molested a
teenage cancer patient at his
Neverland Ranch and plied the
youth with alcohol.
Names of defense and prosecution witnesses were revealed
to prospective jurors Monday so
attorneys could find out if any of
the more than 240 members of
the pool had associations that
may be important in jury seJection.
Defense attorney Thomas
Mesereau Jr. also named
Jackson's children, Paris and
Prince Michael. Possible prosewitnesses included
cution
Debbie Rowe, their mother.
Other posgible witnesses
included Stevie Wonder, Diana
Ross, Chris Tucker,former child
Feldman.
Corey
actor
Backstreet Boy Nick Carter and
younger brother Aaron. CBS
correspondent Ed Bradley,
CNN's Larry King, Fox broadcaster Rita Cosby, New Age
guru Deepak Chopra, psychic
Uri Geller, illusionist David
Blaine, Las Vegas tycoon Steve
Wynn and relatives of the late
Marlon Brand°.
Also listed was journalist
Martin Bashir, whose 2003 TV
documentary "Living With
Michael Jackson" showed
Jackson and his accuser holding
hands and Jackson defending his
practice of sharing his bed with
children.
Prosecutors also listed the
family of a boy involved in 1993
ipcf#911 allegalifrs 4rtarns5
The judge haa nut•get
Jai
ruled whether that incident tan
be mentioned in the trial. The
accuser received a multimilliondollar settlement and no criminal charges were filed.
Both sides listed former
Jackson attorney Mark Geragos,
and the defense list included
Jackson's chief prosecutor,
District Attorney Tom Sneddon..
During Monday's proceedings. Jackson smiled and nodded
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at potential jurors. At one point
he picked roughly at a fingernail, and later wrapped it in a
napkin.
District Attorney Ron Zonen
inquired whether prospective
jurors would be influenced by
celebrity witnesses.
When he asked a 62-year-old
man if he knew who Deepak
Chopra was, the prospect said.
"I think he's a rapper."
Several prospective jurors
said they believe children often
lie under pressure by their parent; or others. One man said he
believed that siblings could
plant ideas in a child's head.
One female prospect said she
was falsely accused by a relative
of molesting a boy, and later was
falsely accused by a parent of
assaulting a child while she was
a teacher.
"I don't know the truth about
Mr. Jackson. but I'd like the
truth to come forward," she said.
"I'm sympathetic."
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Lee describes his work as a
process of "pushing forward
how we see ideas in our mind
and transform them into physical presence." Lyrical shapes,
forms and process capture the
essence of his subject matter in
his highly individual and
provocative work.
Lee, a resident of Smithtown
N.Y., is the son of Kao-Yih and
June Lee. He is a member of the
Organization of Murray Art
Students and is deeply influenced by contemporary music
and photography.
A reception for the artist will
be held on Thursday from 6:30
to 8:30 p.m., in the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery. The public is
invited to attend the reception
and view the artist's exhibit.
All gallery events are free
and open to the public. For additional information, contact
Sarah E. Henrich, gallery director, at (270) 762 6734.
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tomorrow: A little worry never hurts
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1 DJ s planers
4 Is suspicious
9 Male parent
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46 JAMA readers
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1 yr.....---$91.110
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Name

SCP)
AND I 601 ONE
FROM DENA AND
FROM STEFFI, AND

St. Address
City
Zip
State
Daytime Ph.

FROM CHELSEA AND
LINDSEY, AND EMILY
AND MELIS5A
AND

Mail this coupon with
payment to:
Murray Ledger & Tines
P.O. Box 10411
Murray,KT UPI
Or call (170)7111110

MD.

Murray Ledger & 'Hines
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Leas & Garden
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$7.75 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
Mrst A1.11 W11Iun
'[.• 14.14
ALI
$3.00 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide(
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 73-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
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RILEY'S USED FURNITURE

150
Help Wailed

Articles
For Saie

RECEPTIONIST needed for busy medical
practice. Salary and
benefits competitive
Send resume to: P.O.
Box 1040-E, Murray.
KY 42071.

TV'S
20r-65" HD televisionsJVC, RCA. Sony &
Toshiba- plasma, LCD,
DLP, & D-ILA. Also TV
stands, entertainment
centers,
surround
sound, & more. Come
by Beasley Antenna &
Satellite, 500 N. 4th St.
Murray, KY and check
out all our selection.

Mon-Fri. 9-5. Sat. 9-2

a

13339
11‘ 641N,

1P1

Pur:s var. TN

Immediate openin.c.. tor
I.Aperience III furniture and
niuwin., preferred. Pa\ Ci(Ill menNitrate v ith e\perienee. Anil\ iii
per,,on hem een If ).'\ \I and 21)\1.
Nlonda‘ throtn2h Uridav

Lost Pet] Last seen on Eitmzell Cm. Rd.
ery friendly, family desperate to find pet
0(270)293-8957
5
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020
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NOtice

Notice

CUSTOM WEAVE
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CMA/CNA full time 2 p.m.-10 p.m. Prefer exp.
but will train, need individual who enjoys working with the elderly, pleasant atmosphere, good
working conditions. Apply in person only.
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Lost and Rend

MSU graduate offering
Spanish classes. For
more into, please call
759-3879
THE first revolution
was in seventy-six//
But another battle
brewed that's part of
our mix//
Some dudes took a
palace and booted the
queenO
Locked her away and
treated her mean//
Just use Myron's shirts
to find the queen's
palaceii
And then take a picture
using cam'ra digitalis.
THE Shed Cate featuring Friday Seafood
Buffet $9.95/ person.
Friday & Saturday night
featuring live entertainment and dancing. $6/
person, kids welcome
For more information
call 437-4283

Rkie
'Pea

•

TYJ
wk)

THE Shed Cate featuring Friday Seafood
Buffet $9.95/ person.
Friday & Saturday night
featuring live entertainment and dancing. $6/
person, kids welcome.
For more information
call 437-4283
Os°
Lost and Found

0
0

LOST 2-11-05, Stryker,
2 year old Rottweiller,
black and brown, from
area.
Protemus
Reward. 435-4265
Saturday
FOUND
night, black and tan
beagle mix male puppy
in Murray Elementary
School area. Contact
Calloway
Murray
Animal Shelter at 7594141
Boxer
REWARD:
with
fawn
female
brindle black mask with
white markings. purple
collar. Named Cajun.
Black, white pit mix
Nick. Lost
Named
Campground
Coles
Rd. 753-1104. 2932577

Housecleaning
D'S
753-3802

MA & Pa turnkey oper
ation under $20,000
978-0742 or 978-1400
121
Compeers
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556
Wont to Buy

LOST: Male neutered
black and white cat in
Campbell Street area.
Missing since Saturday
(2/12)
morning.
Friendly. has red collar.
Reward. 759-1504

ARBOR PLACE OF
PURYEAR looking for
DEPENDABLE CERTIFIED
NURSING
ASSISTANT for small
nursing home in TN.
Contact Anita 731-2473205. EOE
ARBY'S now interviewing for dayshift. Apply
in person between
9am-10am & 2pm4pm.
BOOKKEEPER/INSUR
ANCE clerk needed for
busy medical practice.
Salary and benefits
competitive.
Send
resume to: P.O. Box
1040-E. Murray, KY
42071
CABLEING technicians
needed. Travel
is
270-227required.
0396 or 293-6390
FULL time tire technician with mechanical
abilities. Apply in person at Economy Tire,
203 Main St., Murray
FULL-T1ME parts person for Lawn &
Garden department.
Apply In person at
Murray Home & Auto,
976 Chestnut St,
Murray.
Housekeeper needed
Experience preferred
No
phone
cells
please. Apply in person at Amerihost Inn,
Murray, KY
Bookkeeper/decorating. Experience helpful.
Retail sales Fun time
position Please contact at 759-4979
LEGAL secretary position. Dictation and
computer
skills
required. Experience
preferred. Pay commensurate with experience and abilities.
Send resume to: P.O.
Box 1040-J, Murray,
KY 42071

BUYING
aluminum
cans and other aluv..-;aarianirra. Key Auto Parts.
4•• 753-5562
accept-

Pagliai's Italian Restaurant is
1ing applications for servers for nights
and weekends. All applicants must
apply at Pagliai's, 970 Chestnut St,
Murray. No phone calls accepted.
MECHANIC needed
Must have brake &
chassis experience.
Alignment knowledge
helpful. Send resume
to P.O. Box 1040-H,
Murray, KY 42071
OTR drivers wanted
Local company, late
model
equipment
Home most weekends
Call 753-3404
MEDICAL/SURGICAL
Office. We are looking
for the right people to
form our office/clinic
team. Our clinic needs
an LPN and X-ray tech.
Our business office
needs an expenenced
reimbursement specialist and an upbeat
receptionist. If you'd
like to loin our team,
fax your resume today
to 773-233-8795.
NEED cooks and
fountains for days
and nights. Must be
able to work weekends. Apply at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
Street. No phone
calls.
OPENINGS now and in
90 days- Software firm
Customer/
seeking
Technical Support rep
w/ great phone & computer skills. Health ins..
18 paid days off/ yr.
retirement plan_ Send
resume to gale@
or
powerclaim .corn
Research,
Hawkins
406 N. 4th St.. Murray.
KY 42071
OWN a computer? Put
it to world Up to
$1,500 to $7.500/rno
PT/FT. 1-888-3143790 24 hr recording
FREE BOOKLET.
www.vrtworldw•de.corn
PAPA John's Pizza in
Murray is low accepting applications for a
full time assistant manager. Maximum 40
hour, 5 day work week.
Must be available days,
evenings and weekends Restaurant experience helpful. management experience
necessary Applications
can be picked up at the
Murray location on N.
12th St_

PROJECT
Safety
Coordinator - candidate should have a
safety degree and con
struction knowledge.
The job is located in
Greenville, MS and
involves the building of
a bridge across the
Mississippi
River.
Please send
your
resume to Dan Morton,
Massmani Traylor, a
JV, P.O. Box 8458,
City,
Kansas
MO
64114, or email a
resume
to
dmorton massman.n
et. We are an Equal
Opportunity Employer.
WE LOVE POSITIVE
ATTITUDES!
S'PORTABLE
SCOREBOARDS has
positions available for
career minded individuals with superior people skills_ As a Sales
Associate you will be
working with new and
existing customers primarily by telephone
and Internet from our
Murray office. •
Combine your upbeat
attitude, exceptional
phone and people
skills with our selling
tools for a rewarding
career in sales. Phone
sales experience a
plus We offer excellent pay with a bonus
incentive plan and a
competitive benefit
package.
Send resume to:
S'PORTABLE SCOREBOARDS, ATTN:
Human Resources,
106 Max Hurt Drive,

CASH paid for
good. used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S. 12th,
Murray.
PRE 1946 postcards,
photos, coins, jewelry.
753-6793
SMALL acreage with
shop, prefer east side
of county. 753-3949
WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week.
WANTED ncling mowers that need work
436-2867

1994 LN 9000 dump
truck. Single axle,
Cummings motor, 7
speed, very nice truck.
$14,000. 293-9569

14X70 Mobile home,
good condition, all new
appliances, can be left
on lot. $6,250. 4362619 after 4:00p.m.
'97 American 14x60.
C/H/A, sharp Will pay
sales tax & put It in
your name for $8,695
437-4465
AWESOME CLOSE
OUT SPECIALS ON
ALL 2004 SINGLEWIDES & DOUBLEWIDES!
Land/home packages
available, 731-5849429
BLOOD River on KY
Lake, near Crappie
Hollow. 3 bedroom, 2
full bath. TLR 1989, like
new. Completely furnished with appliances,
carport, storage building on 2 full lots, 5/8
acre. Circle drive just
blocks from boat ramp
in Panorama Shores.
near Murray, KY. Best
fishing you can find!
$39,500 or 080. 1270-436-2388
DOUBLEWiDE EXPO:
Like new, has fireplace,
set-up includes well &
septic! Call 731-5849429
GET
YOUR
NEW
HOME TODAY WITH
"0" DOWN FINANCING: Call 731-5849429

wanes
For We
2BR country, large
yard, references 7591837

AVON
Independent
Sales Representative
has fully stocked shop
or call for a catalog at
436-5900

28R. $275 753-6012

FLEAMarket/Trade
Day Sat's beginning
Feb-19. Booths for
rent- indoors or out.
oldsedaliaschool.com
(2 7 0 )2 4 7 - 8 5 6 3
(270)247-8085
FREE
Dish Network 4-room
satellite system. Get
the newest technology
with
HD & DVFI
receivers. America's
Top 60 w/ local networks only $31.99 per
month. Call Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901
INTERNET
Call now to see how
you can get high speed
service
Internet
through satellite for
only $29.99 per month
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901

STEEL
buildings,
garages, storage, leanto's, carports. K&R
Mower Service 7599631

TERMITE
&
Pest
Control Technician. Will
training.
provide
Please contact Scott
Pest Control at 270437-4944

WANTED: Responsible
party to take on small
monthly payments on
High Definition Big
Screen N. 1000-396
3970

LARGE Cress ceramic
kiln, like new. $300.
Call 753-8823

We

3 bedroom, 2 bath
smaller double wide
home
with
range,
refngerator. and dishwasher. Water furnished. Large yard in
country.
No
pets.
References required.
1024 Bazzell Cemetery
Rd. Call 489-2117
'92 28R 14x60 & '96
2BR 14x56, C/H/A
With approved credit_
Call 437-4465

LOTS for rent
9866

1 bedroom apts. $250
$350 per month 2BR
townhouses, washer &
dryer included. $410
per month. 753-7559
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109
1 . 2 & 38R apts available for immediate
occupancy. Please call
753-8221_
lbr apartment, furnished and all utilities
paid.
Downtown, no
pets. $265/Mo. Call
767-9562
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished.
Mur-C.61 Realty. 7534444.

rign!

753-8501

ISli

partments For Rea

1BR apt. 1.5 blocks
rom university. $225
753-5992
1BR
furnished,
$225/mo. $100 dep.,
no
pets (270)7533139
1BR. 1 bath. W&D,
refngerator. stove &
dishwasher. $325. 1
month free. 759-8780.
1BR. quiet neighborhood, some utilities
paid, no pets, $240 per
month. 767-9037
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118
2 Room all furnished,
all utilities, water, electric, phone and cable
included. Access to
pool & fitness room.
$400/month,
$150
deposit. Singles for
$350 and up plus
deposit. Call for information.
(270)753E3407.
2BR duplex, carport,
outside storage, refrigerator, stove & dishwasher, heat pump
system,
no
pets,
deposit
required,
$450/mo. Call 7533778 or (731)845-6625
2BR, $375/mo. Across
from
Murray
Center.
Elementary
753-8096
4 bedroom house. 1, 2,
3 apts. 753-1252 or
753-0606

J&L
RENTALS
HIS Buffalo Rd.
New Concord. KY 42076
270436-5496
I bedroom apaninent
Clean and race,
all appliances including
W/D No pets
270-4M-5496
270-293-6906

2 lawyer barrister bookcases,6 stacks, $1,200
each 753-9887

ROLLING Hills is looking for a PT/FT bookkeeper to operate
QuickBooks. During
March, April, May, the
job is full time with flexibility The rest of the
year is on a part time
basis. Pay is commensurate with experience.
Apply at our store on
641 North

P
s

I

tarry Equipment

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff,
We buy 1 or all Cal
Larry at 753-3633

753-17:z1

COMBOS?
We've
always had them
Sandra D's Diner. 94 E.
293-3816

3-20-05 TO 12-31-05
4-1-05 1'O 12-1-05
4-5-0510 10-1-05
5-1-05 TO 12-15-05
3-10-05 TO 12-16-05
Wage 57.63/$8.00 Hr. 3/4 contract guaranteed,
all tools and equip. furnished. Housing provided
_for those beyond commuting. Transportation
and subsistence pay. after 50% of contract completed. Contact local Dept. for Employment
Services.

•
"OM
11=10
HOMY hl-F 9-5 p.m., 9-12 Sot.,•
yawl. Mir?loupe
Hwy. 641 - 1-1/2 mites S. of Murray to
Tom Taylor Tn. Right 1500 yds.• 753-7728

STE\ E

TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR

SAFETY
advisors
$2500 month, manager
trainee's $3000 month
Company will train. Call
M-F gam-lpm only! 1800-578-8799

o41N 2 miles on

buy and sell good used furnituie

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom
apartment, all appliances including washer/dryer, deck with outside storage. Excellent
Location! (270)7595885 or (270)293-7085
EXTRA nice duplex
apt. 3I3R, 2 bath, 2 car
garage Westside location. $750. 293-1440
FORREST
View
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St.. now accepting
applications for: 1 br
starting at $330/month.
2br townhouses, basic
rent $360/ month. Call
753-1970.
Leave
Message.
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
29R $340.00
38R $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NEW 3BR. 28A duplex.
$700 per month Call
293-5423.
NEWLY redecorated
2BR, 1 bath, appliances
furnished,
C/Ii/A. 1 year lease I
mo. deposit, no pc'
753-2905
RED OAKS APTS
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
213R From $325
Call Today!
7534108,

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal HouSing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056

HMOs For Rent
AC
28R,
18A.
propane. stove, fridge
wd hookup, $460 pe
month, $400 deposit
pets, 98 Nighthawk Dr.
42071. Buy $55,000
612-321-5536
3BR, 2BA includes
sunroom, feneed in
yard. covered patio,
$600/mo.
carport,
Available in March.
762-0991
3BR, 2BA no pets
Locust Grove area
$600 per month 7670430
Rent*
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.
NEW CP penny. 10'x15'
units. 436-6227/2933232
PREMIER MINISTORAGE -Inside climate
control storage
-Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
i
cl ol
mi
nvertal prop. for rent
1,500 sq. ft shop or
warehouse space. plus
extra nice office and
bathroom located at
810 Sycamore Street.
Call 753-5142 for more
information or to see,
M-F 7:30AM - 5:00PM
7,100 square feet on
approximately 3 acres.
Office space. 2 bathrooms, equipped with
gas heat, air hookup.
steel hoist beam, great
lighting, excellent location. The building is
divided and can be
leased by section. Call
753-2905 or 293-8595.

if

il
lvestock Smiles

11 month old bull
Black with white face
very healthy $950
293-9569
Quarter Horse for sale,
11 year old strong gelding, expenenced trail
horse. 2 year old small
bay philly. green broke,
sweet
293-1093
Kirksey
Reel Estelle
TWO story bnck apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income -producer.
$125,000. 270-7534109. 270-227-1545
Acreage
15 fenced acres. Nice
neighborhood. 5 minutes from
Murray
$60,000
753-1940,
leave message. or 9780523
Homes For Sale
vertical
with
28R
duplex behind. Great
investment. $65.000.
270-753-4109. 270227-1545
2BR, 1I3A. 950 sq.ft.
1.5ac. $55.000 Rent
$460 per month. 98
Nighthawk Dr., 42071
615-321-5536
3BR. 2.5BA, vaulted
ceiling, great room,
fireplace.
privacy
fence, patio, deck.
immaculate
interior.
$120,000. 404 Camelot
Dr. 436-2994
38R, 2BA House. $750
down, owner
will
finance located on
Govenors
Row,
Panorama
Shores
area Call Dennis @ 1800-825-6070
4BR, 2 bath with 2-14
acres Fenced off for
horses Priced in the
60's 298 Van Cleave
Rd Call 293-9440
CHARMING 3BR. 1BA
home. C.1-4 A. new
metal roof on 1.5 acres
located 2 mi west of
Murray Call 293-1040

NICE 3BR, IBA with
garage on large lot: in
Puryear by owner
$75,000
(731)2475648

2003
Honda
75
Shadow Ace Deluxe
mint condition less
than
1,300
miles.
detachable windshield,
$4,500 270-345-2726
1998 Yamaha YZ 80

Professional
great
condition
$1,500 437-4001
offices for rent.
Utilities paid,
'
[ la
pel Wily *hides
convenient
02 Lexus LX470. 4x4,
location right off
pearl white, tufty loaded
court square. Call with
navigation,
Levinson stereo. two
753-4529
DVD players, 70.000
miles $39,500 Call
753-8823
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
SHIH-TZU S&W paper
trained 731-352-0037
731-642-5151

'00 Dodge Durango
loaded, 3rd seat, rear
air. leather (charcoal).
CD. good tires. 79K
silver color 4x4,
towing package. V8,
$11,000 Call 753-1606

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
•All Size Units Available
'Now Have Climate Control

753-3853
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Need help
Promoting your
Business?

NEED ROCK?

Call us we will be
glad to help.

SHERMAN TRUCKING
Benton. KY
Call And!, Sherman

Murray Ledger It
Times

* Cell: 270-210-0665
Home: 270-527-5982

Used Cars

Services 011sred

Services Mired

SAVE $50,000 Luxury
speed, style
safe
BMW 7401 for only
$9,950 '93 model in
good Condition 7670062

436-2867 Joe Lamb's
Mower Repair. Tune-up
specials. Work guaranteed, free pick-up/delivery

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd Jobs
you don't have time
for
293-5438

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters
junk & tree work

DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-7539503

1999 Grand Pnx SE
White. loaded 90,200
$6,200.
miles.
condition.
Excellent
759-9921. 293-2317
98 Pontiac Grand Pnx.
$4,300 270-293-4375
rill' Vans
98 Ford Windstar
condition.
excellent
well maintained. mus
see to appreciate
172.xxx miles, $2.000
price negotiable. 270853-5419. 731-7823128
500
Used Trucks

492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types. 29
years expenence. Call
Carters
AFFORDABLE
A-1
HAULING all around
cle'an-up, gutters. tree
work. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, roofing, vinyl
siding. mobile home
repair, sagging floors,
termittr—& water damage. Larry Nimmo
or
(270)753-9372
(270)753-0353

04 Silverado Z71, 314
on. 4x4. white. 17,000
miles. OnStar, Bose
system. $23,000. Call
753-8823
1982 4x4 Chevy, new
350. good 33” tires
goipd truck $1,500
Call 761-2547

SURAY fishing boat.
17ft. 85 HP 'Motor,
depth finders, $2.500
437-4001
89 Bass track 40hp
trolling motor, garage
kept. $3,200. 436-2619
after 4,00p m.

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY MILL.
Septic system. gravel.
white rock.
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
BUILDING or remodeling' Go to
www CAMBRIAUSA co
CARPORTS Starting
at $675. installed. Roy
Hill (270)436-2113.
D.G. Landscaping &
Nursery. 7884 94W
•Mulching
•Fertilization
•Trimming
.Parking lot sweeping
•Bedding & vegetable
plants.
435-4431

270-753-2442
RYAN FLOTA

1
i110
Roofing Meti
Buy direct.

We now

manufacture.

Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.
5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge in st
#1 & #2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064• 270-247

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. - The National FFA Organization will
celebrate National FFA Week, Feb. 19-26, 2005. "Learn. Lead.
Succeed." is the theme this year. Members around the nation will
participate in FFA Week activities at the local and state level.
The purpose of National FFA Week,is to create awareness of
the organization, which was created in 1928 as the Future Farmers
of America. This name was changed to the National FFA
Organization in 1988 to recognize the growing diversity of the
agricultural industry. There are chapters in all 50 states, Puerto
Rico and the Virgin Islands. FFA is committed to developing character and leadership skills and preparing members for a lifetime
of civic leadership and personal success.
With a past rooted in the values of American agriculture and an
eye on the future of an ever-changing world, FFA has become one
of the largest and most diverse student groups today. FFA has a
membership of nearly half a million students nationwide. A continued focus on premier leadership, personal growth and career
success has made FFA one of the symbols of what is positive in
America's youth.
By expanding the traditional view of agriculture to include science, business and technology, FFA has become a national icon in
promoting the diversity of the agricultural industry. With more
than 300 career opportunities available to students through agricultural education. FFA members have been labeled the leaders of
tomorrow.
The National FFA Foundation is the fundraising arm of the
National FFA and supports programs by wotking with spoosors to
raise funds for scholarships that are awarded to outstanding members.

Rubbish
RemovaI,Spnng cleaning clean out attics,
garages, yard waste,
etc.(270)489-2583
L&J Property Services
mainte-Household
nance
-Yard cleanups & tree
removal
-Painting/Staining
decks
-Custom
fences
-Etc
Please call (270)9781194.(2700832-1446

LAYTON

Hudson,

hauling & backhoe
753-4545, 492-6265
NEED help moving"
Experienced, referrals,
free estimates 270703-2942
Interior
PAINTING:
color changes and
repaints. No lob too
small. Free estimates.
767-9037
RESICOM
Contractors, LLC.
Residential &
Commercial repairs,
remodels, additions.
Replacement windows,
vinyl siding, decks.
Insurance claims welcome. 270-227-2115,
270-436-5764

"We Specialize in Cleaning'.
•Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
*Brick •All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning As
•We Use Hot Water *Parking Las & Dnveways

David Borders
(270) 767-0313 or (270)527-7176

dMaisdamace

Landscape Dag"bestallatime

David's Home
Improvement
Water Damaged For
Braces & Floor Joists
Rernodeing &Pturrbeng

Dave Gatimoni. Nner
Will Do Insurance Work
Visa & MasterCard Accepted

T&K Electric
Licensed contractors:
residential and commercial. Insured. Free
estimates. (270)7051075.(270)705-0317
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS. Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Addition, and
Quality
Remodeling
Work. Over 30 Years
Gerald
Experience.
Walters 753-2592

FREE Puppies. 1/2
Blue Heeler, 1/2 Border
Collie. (270)489-2341

Cheaper deav Ott avesenA siVe amity quad
Jamie Wade

(270)436-6255
Murray, KY

Fees Estimates
References Asailible
10 Years Experience
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BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

di The story of
Eliza demonstrates
the peat lengths that
people went through
to gain their personal
freedom.

77

— Dr. Spencer Crew
Nailenal Underground Railroad
Freedom Center CEO
the next cake, pull herself on
with her hands, and so continue
her hazardous journey.
"She became wet to the waist
with ice water and her hands
were benumbed with cold., but
as she made her way from one
cake of ice to another, she felt
that surely the Lord was preserving and upholding her, and that
nothing could harm her."
Harriet Beecher Stowe, who
wrote "Uncle Tom's Cabin" to
protest slavery, knew abouj

1852.
Stowe, too, described a harrowing trek across the frigid
river: "The huge green fragment
of ice on which she alighted
pitched and creaked as her
weight came on it, but she staid
there not a moment.
"With wild cries and desperate energy she leaped to another
and still another cake; —stumbling—leaping—slipping —
springing upwards again! Her
shoes are gone—her stockings
cut from her feet—while blood
marked every step; but she saw
nothing, felt nothing, till dimly,
as in a dream, she saw the Ohio
side, and a man helping her up
the bank."
Harris and her son eventually
settled in Chatham, Ontario. The
Coffins visited Harris in 1854
"and found her comfortable and
. contented," he wrote.

Navajo Nation council votes to
make methamphetamine illegal
WINDOW ROCK, Ariz.
(AP) --, The Navajo Nation's
governing council voted Friday
to outlaw methamphetamine, an
addictive stimulant that has
become a scourge for tribal
police and health officials on the
sprawling reservation.
The tribe's drug laws ban
most other substances that are
illegal in the rest of the United
States, but until Friday made no
specific mention of methamphetamine.
"This legislation is a matter
Hope
of urgenc,•," said
who
MacDonald-toneTree.
sponsored the bill and heads a
public safety committee updating the Navajo's criminal code,
which, she said, had not been
updated "for a couple of
decades."
The measure passed in a 64-0
voice vote. It now goes to
Navajo President Joe Shirley Jr.
for consideration; he has previously said he would support
codes to stop drug and alcohol
use on the Navajo Nation, which
is borne to roughly 200,000 people.
The bill would make the possession or sale of methampheta-

mine punishable by up to one
year in tribal jail and a $5,000
fine.
The council was meeting in a
special session called after it
failed to vote on the bill during
its scheduled winter session last
month.
Law enforcement officials
say most methamphetamine on
the vast reservation — the
largest in the United States,
reaching into parts of Arizona,
New Mexico and Utah — is
brought in from Phoenix or
Albuquerque. N.M., repackaged
and sold.
The FBI estimates up to 40
percent of the violent crime
cases it handles on the reservation are methamphetamine related.
"Under the influence of
methamphetamine, people don't
think rationally," said FBI special agent Nick Manns, who testified on behalf of the bill.
He said the new law will
allow authorities to put more
prtyssurs on methamphetamine
distributors because tribal police
can arrest people for its sale and
use.
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Wednesday, Feb. 16, 2005:
You might want to think before
you leap into any financial risks,
investments and/or commitments this year. In these areas,
uproar could reign, especially as
your money luck flips back and
forth. Do extra reading and
research involving financial
planning. Creativity feeds your
life, adding to the quality of your
work and personal relationships.
Allow the child in you to come
out more often. You delight others with your humor. If you are
single, you will find yourself
inundated with suitors. Have fun
selecting from the throngs of
admirers. You might want to
date for a while. If you are
attached, add amorous moments
and original spice to your bond.
Re-create your courtship. GEMINI makes you smile and laugh.
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Your Pet

Deserves the Best!
20%OFF

ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION

PROFESSIONAL LANDSCAPING

WADE FARMS

Harris. She inspired the character Eliza in Stowe's famous
novel, which was published in

11010SCIIIIMS

731-247-5422

David's Cleaning
Services

An exhibit at the center features Harris.
Abolitionist Levi Coffin,
known as "president of the
Underground Railroad," wrote
about Harris' story. He and his
wife sheltered Harris and her
toddler in Indiana for several
days.
Harris slipped away on a
winter night, expecting to walk
across the frozen Ohio River to
Ripley, Ohio. When she reached
the river at daybreak, she discovered "that the ice had broken
up and was slowly drifting in
large cakes," Coffin wrote.
Harris wasn't sure what to do
next. But she found refuge at a
nearby house.
When slave catchers arrived
that evening, Harris ran to the
river with her pursuers close
behind. "Clasping her babe to
her bosom with her left aim, she
sprang on to the first cake of ice,
then from that to another and
another," Coffin wrote. "Some
times the cake she was on would
sink beneath her weight, then
she would slide her child on to

2005 National FFA Week
to be February 19-26

JUNK/

LAKE
. MOVING CO.

vamp s mums

By BERRY CRAIG
For The Associated Press
CINCINNATI (AP) —
Eliza's perilous flight with her
child across melting Ohio River
ice is one of the most memorable episodes in "Uncle Tom's
Cabin."
The daring escape is based on
a true story with a Kentucky
connection.
Holding tightly to her twoyear-old son, Eliza Harris, a
Mason County, Ky., slave,
dashed over drifting ice floes to
reach free state Ohio in 1838.
Mother and son eventually made
it to Canada, aided by the
Underground Railroad, a secret
organization who helped slaves
flee bondage.
"The story of Eliza demonstrates the great lengths that people went through to gain their
personal freedom," said Dr.
Spencer Crew, chief executive
officer and executive director of
the National Underground
Railroad Freedom Center in
Cincinnati.

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839
JOHNNY WILUAMS
PAINTING
'For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•Intenor & Extenor
Custom spraying for
lawrVpatio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
'NO lob too small
•Free estimates
753-8858

KENTUCKY

•

Murray Ledger & l'imes

'Uncle Tom's Cabin'part based on true event

Order your D.G.A. (driveway rock) today
and save. Rip rap and all other limestone
products also available. Can spread with
tractor for an additional charge.

Taurus
2000 Ford
Wagon. 80.000 miles.
$6.000 OBO 270-2102050

•
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CLASSIFIEDS

6B • Tuesday, February 15, 2005

2000 BMW 323i black
w/ tan leather, 63.000
miles. $19.000 270705-1299
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AMERICA'S I AR(.1 ST (MAST TO-COAST • NOW IN MURRAY

• Boss told "so" by others? Glee Is a cal or wise by oar Alma
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200 Poplar St. • Morrav, KY
Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888-246-4093

Teeth Cleaning
through February
National Pet
Dental Math Month
February 1 - 211, 2005
www.1440enteLcom

Oral Disease le the #1
Health Problem diagnoned
in dogs and cats.

Warner Animal Clinic
Leslie Jackson, D.V.M.
1613 Wlewell Road • Murray •753-3213
•

•

